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An equivalent linearization technique has been incorporated into MSC/NASTRAN to
predict the nonlinear random response of structures by means of Direct Matrix Abstract
Programming (DMAP) modifications and inclusion of the nonlinear differential stiffness
module inside the iteration loop. An iterative process was used to determine the rms
displacements. Numerical results obtained for validation on simple plates and beams are
in good agreement with existing solutions in both the linear and linearized regions. The
versatility of the implementation will enable the analyst to determine the nonlinear random
responses for complex structures under combined loads. The thenno-acoustic response of
a hexagonal thermal protection system panel is used to highlight some of the features of
the program.
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Section 1 Introduction
The current trends in advanced vehicle development show a need for lighter, more
economical structural components. This trend, coupled with the increasing propulsion
and environmental loads associated with these vehicles, has renewed interest in nonlinear
structural response. This is most evident in, but not necessarily limited to, the aerospace
industry with such proposed vehicles as the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) and the
High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). Surface panels, particularly those exposed to the engine
noise and jet exhaust and those in the region of shock boundary layer interactions, are
anticipated to respond nonlineafily in at least part of the flight regime. Figure 1 depicts the
thermo-acoustic loads on a single-stage-to-orbit vehicle. Other intense random loads may be
transmitted through the structure from engine mounts or other hard points. To effectively
and economically evaluate these structural components, a practical method of predicting their
large deflection random response is required.
There are several methods currently in use to predict the large deflection random response
of structures. A perturbation method [1] based on classical perturbation theory for nonlinear
deterministic motion can be used to obtain approximate solutions to weakly nonlinear systems.
A stochastic averaging method [2] yields approximate solutions when the damping is light
and the excitation is broadband. This method has been applied principally to single-degree-
of-freedom systems. The Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov (FPK) approach [3] is the only method
that yields an exact solution, but solutions are only available for a few restricted classes of
problems. The numerical simulation technique, also referred to as the Monte Carlo method
[4], is the most general method and yields the best results of all the approximate methods. A
substantial drawback to the Monte Carlo method is the computational time required to solve
realistic structural problems. The most widely used method is the equivalent linearization
method [5]. It yields good approximate solutions for the statistics of the random response of
simple and complex structures and lends itself to an incremental solution procedure similar
to the methods employed in static nonlinear problems.
The equivalent linearization method for obtaining nonlinear random responses was an
obvious choice for implementation in a commercial package. The technique has been used,
refined, and validated by many authors [6--10]. The validation of the method is well
documented by many authors for beams, plates, and other nonlinear dynamic structures.
The refinements include methods for solving structural problems with thermal and acoustic
loads, initial stresses, and imperfections. Techniques have been developed, for example, for
the random response of pre- and post-thermally and mechanically buckled plates, linear and
nonlinear statically deflected panels, and various combinations of concentrated and distributed
random loads. The equivalent lineafization procedure has been applied primarily in research
or special purpose codes, so a general purpose finite element code incorporating this procedure
was unavailable.
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation version of NASTRAN (MSC/NASTRAN) [11]
was selected for this work due to its extensive use in the aerospace and automotive indus-
tries, where nonlinear random phenomena are most prevalent. The equivalent linearization
procedurewasprogrammedasa "standalone"solutionsequencefor version67 usingtheDi-
rect Matrix AbstractionProgram(DMAP) [12] language.It was foundthatall thenecessary
components of the equivalent linearization procedure already existed as DMAP modules.
The essence of the new solution sequence therefore consisted of incorporating the necessary
modules and iterative procedures into an existing MSC/NASTRAN solution sequence for
linear random analysis. Two solution sequences were available to serve as starting points:
the Super Element Modal Frequency Response (SEMFREQ) and Super Element Direct Fre-
quency Response (SEDFREQ) solution sequences. The SEMFREQ was chosen for reasons
described in this report.
The large deflection finite element formulation is first reviewed to establish the general
nonlinear equations of motion. The theory of equivalent linearization is then presented and
the expression for the equivalent linear stifIhess is derived. An overview of the iterative
implementation of the equivalent linearization procedure is presented in flow chart form with
consideration to the various methods of solving dynamic systems. The ease with which the
expression for the equivalent linear stiffness is evaluated in multi-degree-of-freedom systems
is somewhat dependent on the method used to form and solve the equations of motion.
The evaluation of the equivalent linear stiffness and the particulars of programming the
new solution sequence are presented for broad-band Gaussian loads and modal equations
of motion. In the validation section of this report, textbook examples are used to compare
the MSC/NASTRAN equivalent linearization solution sequence with published results. A
series of simple plate problems are presented to show potential users how to use the solution
sequences to solve a variety of problems. A final example problem is shown to demonstrate




Figure 1: Design environment for a generic hypersonic vehicle
Section 2 Theory
The large deflection nonlinear finite element formulation is first reviewed for the determi-
nation of the system matrices. The equivalent linearization technique is then introduced for
the solution of the nonlinear equations of motion. Several special cases are then considered
for the determination of the equivalent linear stiffnesses.
2.1 Large Deflection Finite Element Formulation
The large deflection nonlinear strain-displacement relationships as taken from elasticity
[13] are:
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where u, v, and w are the three displacements, ex, ty, and ez are the normal strains, and 7xy,
7xz, and 7yz are the shear strains. All are functions of x, y, and z.
For an arbitrary finite element, assume nondimensional shape functions, N,, such that
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displacements for the n nodes of the element.
The matrix form of equation (1) is [14]
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The subscripts L and N denote the linear and nonlinear part of the total strain, respectively,
and superscript T denotes transpose of a quantity.
The variation of the strain, {e}, is expressed as
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where the matrices [HL], [H], {0}, and [G] in equations (5) and (7) are
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The matrix [I] in equations (l(I) and (11) is a (3x3) identity matrix and the vector {q} is
the vector of nodal displacements. Note that the shape function and displacement vector are
dependent on the particular clement chosen.
The internal force is computed from the equation of static equilibrium,
=/[B] T {or} dV (12)F
o,
V
and the variation of the internal force is
/ /8F = [B] T {bet} dV + [bB] Tlc*} dV (13)
V V
Substituting equation (5) and the stress-strain relation,
{ha} = [D]{bg} (14)
into equation (13) and using the identity,
{_B}T{cr} = [G]T[(sIt] T{cr}
= [(:]T[,-]{_0}
= [G]T[r][G]{_q}
yields a simple expression for the variation of internal force.
(15)
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The quantities k, kl{q}, and k2{q}{q} T in equation (16) are given as
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In equations (17 -- 19), [D] is the material property matrix, [k] is the linear stiffness matrix,
kl and k2 are the nonlinear stiffimsses, and [kg] is the geometric stiffness (which depends
on the initial stresses).
The element internal force vector {7} is defined as
and the system internal force {F} is
(22)
{P}----- [[K]+ [I(I{Q}] + [I(2{Q}{Q}T]] {Q} (23)
The system mass and damping matdces are obtained using the standard finite element
formulation [ 15].
The equation of motion based on the nonlinear strain-displacement relations is
[M]{(_} + [C]{Q} + [[K] +[KI{Q}] + [K2{Q}{Q}TI]{Q} = {p} (24)
or, in more general form, as
[M]{(_} + [C]{Q} + {F(Q, Q_,Qa)} = {p} (25)
where the matrices [M], [C], and [K] are the system linear mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices. The vector {P} is the time dependent load and K1 and K2 are the system first-
and second-order nonlinear stiffnesses.
Equation (25) has no general solution when the excitation is random. An approximate
solution to these equations is obtained by seeking an equivalent linear system [6], of the form
[MI{Q} + [CI{Q} + [Ke]{Q} = {P} (26)
where [K¢] is an equivalent linear stiffness matrix.
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2.2 Equivalent Linear Stiffness Matrix [Ke]
The equivalent linear stifl'ness matrix [K,,] is to be determined such that the difference
between the actual nonlinear system and the approximate linear system is minimized. The
approach may be thought of as a statistical version of a classical least square minimization.
The error in obtaining the approximate system is defined as
{A} = {r} -[K_]{Q} (27)
Since the error is a random function of time, the required condition is that the ensemble
average or expectation of the mean square error be a minimum. This is expressed as
E[{A}{A} T] ----omini,num (28)
where E[.] denotes the expectation operator. As in the cases of classical least square
minimization, the necessary condition for satisfying equation (28) is
0[K_] = 0 (29/
Substituting equation (27) into equation (29), and interchanging the expectation and ditt'er-
entiation operators yields
E[{F}{Q} T] = E[{Q}{Q} TI[K_] T (30)
Using the fact that the matrix E[{Q}{Q} T] is non-singular, the equivalent linear stiffness
matrix [Ke] can be determined from the equation
[K_] = E[{Q}{Q} T]-IE[{p}{Q}T] (31)
The equivalent linear stiffness [Ke] defined in equation (31) can be directly programmed in
a finite element code if the stiffnesses KI and K2 are available and the expectation operator
can be evaluated.
Two assumptions regarding the distribution and dependance of the displacements are
necessary in order to evaluate equation (31). The most commonly assumed distribution of the
displacements is a Gaussian distribution, since the most commonly encountered random loads
are typically modelled by Gaussian distributions. The most commonly assumed dependence
between displacement responses is that they are independent. This is simply because, in a
linear modal analysis, the modal responses are solved for independently; their modes are
uncoupled. These assumptions are not the only possible assumptions; other assumptions can
easily be substituted, but would yield more complicated results.
It is generally assumed that the response is Gaussian if the load is Gaussian. By using
the formula for the expected value of a Gaussian vector {'q}
= E{'q ,IT} E{V t'(_1) } (32)E[f(71) 7]]
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The equivalentlinearstiffnessmatrix [Ke] can then be determined from the equation
(N)
io j[ IIEI<,[K_]= E _-_ = E O{Q}+ [KI{Q}] + [K2{Q}{Q}T)] {Q}] (35)
where [Ke] is an equivalent linear function of the displacement vector {Q}, which is one
order less than the nonlinear system stiffness matrix {F}.
The nonlinear stiffnesses are generally formed in tangential or differential form and
the expectation operator in equation (35) requires knowledge of the joint probability density
function of the response vector, which is the unknown. Therefore, the equivalent linearization
solution procedure is programmed in an iterative fashion and some additional assumptions
regarding the expectations of the response vector are required. It should be noted that, if K1
and K2 are available, the mean square response can be obtained directly [7] with appropriate
assumptions for the expectation operator.
In all instances cited above, assumptions regarding the expectations of the response
vector are required. These assumptions are usually based on a knowledge of the excitation
and the solution method used. A discussion of the general iterative equivalent linear solution
procedures is next presented.
2.3 lterative Equivalent Linearization Solution Methods
There are two basic means to solve linear dynamic equations of motion: one uses the
physical degrees of freedom and the other uses the modal degrees of freedom. The first
method is generally referred to as the direct frequency response method and requires solving
a complex coupled system of equations in the nodal degrees of freedom at each frequency
of interest. The second method is generally referred to as the modal frequency response
method. It involves solving for the linear eigenvectors first and transforming the equations
of motion into modal coordinates. The resulting system of equations is uncoupled and can
be easily solved at each frequency of interest.
The primary consideration as to which method to use for a particular linear system
is based on the computational time required. This decision in an equivalent linearization
solution procedure is further complicated by the iterative nature of the problem and the
evaluation of the expectations. The choice of method can either greatly simplify or complicate
the process.
The direct method would seem to be the easiest and most straightforward to implement,
and the computational time required would be simple to compute. The difficulty in the direct
method arises in the assumptions regarding the expectation operator in the expression for the
equivalent linear stiffness and the implementation of these assumptions in a general sense.
Accurate approximations of the expectation operator require assumptions regarding the full
set of four moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) of the response vector
in nodal degrees of freedom. It should be noted that in physical coordinates, the correlations
between all the degrees of freedom are necessary and must be determine_l.
As a simple example of the direct method, consider a beam of length L with ten nodes
and three degrees of freedom, u, w, and 0, at each node. The evaluation of equation (31) for
the equivalent linear stiffness requires the evaluation of the complete set of expectations of
all the nodal degrees of freedom to the fourth moments. The equivalent linearization solution
relies on determining expressions for the third and fourth moments in terms of the first and
second moments. These may be obtained by assuming appropriate probability distributions
for the nodal displacements. In the beam example, if the excitation is broadband, Gaussian
distributed, and spatially correlated over the beam, it can be assumed that the responses w
and 0 are Gaussian and u is Chi-square distributed. From these assumptions, an expression
for the equivalent linear stiffness in terms of the first and second moments of the response
can be found. However each entry in the 30 x 30 equivalent linear stiffness matrix could
have a different coefficient representative of the degrees of freedom, correlation coefficients
between the degrees of freedom, and the order of the expectations involved. The complexity
in using physical degrees of freedom can be deduced from this simple problem when it is
noted that it is terms such as the square of the slope and the in-plane displacement that
are strongly correlated. This entire process is programmable, but it is not easily done in a
general sense. The selection of modal coordinates will be seen to make the evaluation of
equation (31) simpler.
The modal solution method of the equivalent linearization procedure is simpler to
implement than the direct method because reasonable assumptions regarding the correlation
of the modal degrees-of-freedom as well as their joint distribution are possible. This is
not to say that the modal approach is without deficiencies or difficulties. To illustrate the
advantages and difficulties with the iterative modal solution procedure, the simple beam
problem discussed in the direct method is used. The first difficulty arises immediately from
the linear eigenvalue problem. The extracted eigenvectors are functions of either the out-of-
plane nodal displacement (bending modes) or the in-plane nodal displacement (membrane
modes), but not both. This is because the bending motion of the beam is coupled to the
membrane motion through the nonlinear terms.
There are three ways to handle the decoupling of the membrane and bending motion
induced by the use of the linear eigenvectors. The first way is to simply exclude the
membrane modes from the modal response. This is easy, but not particularly accurate.
A popular corollary to this solution is used for one- and two-dimensional structures [7]. This
procedure assumes the in-plane inertia and damping to be negligible. It is then possible
to solve for the membrane modes in terms of the bending modes and thus account for the
in-plane stiflness. This procedure is efficient, but highly specialized and difficult to include
in a general finite element code.
The second method involves selecting particular bending modes and membrane modes
to include in the formulation. The difficulties that arise from this solution are similar to those
encountered in the direct method when trying to evaluate the expectations and solving the
system of equations. In the beam problem, it is again assumed that the bending is Gaussian
and the membrane is Chi-square distributed when the excitation is Gaussian. The bending
modes can be assumed uncon'elated with respect to each other, as can be the membrane
modes, but the membrane modes are strongly correlated to the square of the bending modes.
The resulting system of equations is coupled and the expression Ibr the equivalent linear
stiffness matrix is only marginally simplified with respect to the direct method. Another
difficulty with the linear modal solution procedure is that the type of modes, bending,
membrane, or otherwise, are not always readily identifiable or available. Many current finite
element programs use Lanczos-type eigenvalue solvers in which only the lowest modes or
modes within a certain range are computed. It is difficult to construct a general program
using this method that will extract the particular eigenvectors needed for an accurate solution.
The third modal solution method for the equivalent linearization procedure uses updated
or "equivalent linear" modes. The obvious drawback to this method is that it requires the
eigenvalue problem to be solved at each iteration. The advantages of this method are that
the system of equations that are solved at each frequency are uncoupled and that simple
assumptions regarding the moments and correlation of the modal responses are adequate for
accurate solutions. The simple beam problem discussed in the previous solution methods
could be solved with only a small number of updated modes. If the load were Gaussian,
these modes could be assumed Gaussian-distributed and uncon'elated. Although the means of
the equivalent linear modal amplitudes are also assumed to be zero, this does not require that
all the nodal displacements comprising the mode shape have zero means. The relationship
between the mean of the in-plane displacement, u, and the mean square of the slopes, 0, in
the simple beam problem, is implicitly maintained in the equivalent linear modal approach.
The relationship between the steps involved in the direct, linear modal, and equivalent
linear modal approaches to implementing the equivalent linearization solution procedure are
outlined in the flowchart in figure 2 for a general finite element program. The solution
procedure is iterative as previously discussed, since the nonlinear stiffness is only available
in a differential form. The convergence of the iterative procedure is based on the Euclidian
norm of the response variance vector. It was determined that the equivalent linear mod',fl
method of solving the iterative equivalent lineafization procedure would be the simplest and
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Figure 2: Flowchart for equivalent linearization solution procedure
2.4 Implementation
The equivalent linear stiffness matrix in equation (31) must first be expressed in equiv-
alent linear modal coordinates in order to evaluate the expectation operator. The stiffness
vector {F(Q, Q2, Q3)} in equivalent linear modal coordinates has the form {F(A, A3)},
where the bar indicates a quantity transformed in modal coordinates. The expression for the
equivalent linear stiffness, equation (35), with the Gaussian, zero mean, and uncorrelated
modal response assumptions reduces to
(36)
The partial derivatives are easily performed and yield a linear modal stiffness matrix and
a differential modal stiffness matrix that is based on the mean square of the modal response
[5]. The modal representation of the equivalent linear stiffness is then
= _ + 3 K['K['K_(E[A2])] (37)
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This model expression is not directly programmable in MSC/NASTRAN. It must instead be
expressed in physical coordinates, since the eigenvalue problem in MSC/NASTRAN is solved
in physical coordinates. In addition, the differential stiffness matrix in MSC/NASTRAN
is formed using the physical displacements. The linear stillness matrix in equation (35)
in physical coordinates is simply the linear stiffness matrix as assembled and computed
in the MSC/NASTRAN program. The differential stiffness matrix expression in physical
coordinate is the MSC/NASTRAN differential stiffness matrix formed using an equivalent
linear displacement vector. This equivalent linear displacement vector is given by
{Q}= + (38)
where_{ o"A } is a vector of the standard deviations of the equivalent linear modal amplitudes
and [_] is the matrix of normalized eigenvectors. The standard deviation of the modal
amplitudes is always positive. The sign convention of the physical displacement is determined
by the eigenvectors. The vector {/I.o} is the mean displacement obtained from a static
solution sequence. The matrix of eigenvectors is normalized such that the magnitude of each
eigenvector in the matrix is unity. The final expression for the equivalent linear stiffness
is then
[K_] = [K] + 3[KR]
where [KR] is the standard MSC/NASTRAN differential stiffness matrix.
(39)
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Section 3 Programmer's Notes
The MSC/NASTRAN version 67 solution sequences are written using a common set
of "subroutines" or SUBDMAPs. It is the MAIN SUBDMAPs, "main programs," that
vary significantly and usually contain the essence of the solution procedure• The authors
attempted to follow this structure in the development of the new Super Element Modal
Equivalent Linear Random Response (SEMELRR) solution sequence, but some alterations
to the common SUBDMAPs were also necessary. These alterations to the SUBDMAPs, as
• well as a description of the MAIN SUBDMAP of the SEMELRR solution sequence, are
outlined.
All solution sequences are broken down into three general sections. These sections are
simply expressed as Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3. The Phase 1 portion of the program is
dedicated primarily to the setting-up of the problem and the assembly of the linear matrices.
Key portions of these procedures are the reading of the NASTRAN data deck, the restart
capability, the creation of the element summary tables, the partitioning of the global degrees
of freedom into the various analysis set tables (USET, etc.), and the formation and assembly
of the linear elements and their reduction to the analysis set. The Phase 2 procedures are
primarily associated with the actual solution of the problem. These solution procedures
are, for example, the eigenvalue and eigenvector extraction routine of SOL 1{13, the linear
matrix equation solvers in SOL 101, and the modal matrix formation and complex frequency
response solver routines in SOL 111. SOL 1(16, the nonlinear static solution sequence, has
a complicated Phase 2. This Phase 2 involves an iterative solution procedure similar to the
solution sequence that was written into the Phase 2 of the SEMELRR solution sequence.
Phase 3 procedures are primarily associated with post-processing routines such as data
recovery, plotting and printing, and stress/strain calculations. Phase 3 also includes the
dynamic sensitivity analysis. The calculation of power spectral densities and root mean
square responses for random analysis using SOL 111 and SOL 108 are also included in
Phase 3 procedures. The scattered placement of these procedures caused difficulty in the
implementation of the equivalent linearization solution procedure.
3.1 SEMELRR Main SUBDMAP
As a starting point from which to write the SEMELRR DMAP, the authors selected the
MSC/NASTRAN-delivered SOL 111 main SUBDMAP. This solution sequence is capable
of performing linear random analysis. The primary additions to this solution sequence were
envisioned to be the incorporation of Phase 2 procedures, similar to those found in SOL 106,
for the formation of the nonlinear stiffness matrices and the iterative solution method. It was
immediately apparent that the logical flow of the set of MSC/NASTRAN SUBDMAPs and
modules did not readily permit simultaneous geometric nonlinearities and dynamics. The
SEMELRR Solution sequence would have to be a hybrid-type solution sequence comprised
of linear and nonlinear Phases. The calculation of the rms quantities, which usually occurs
in Phase 3, and the necessity of having that information available in the iterative procedures
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Figure 3: SUBDMAP call tree of SEMELRR solution sequence
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The logical ltow of MSC/NASTRAN solution sequences is partly controlled by parame-
ters and flags that are set in the main SUBDMAP of the solution sequence. These ttags are
passed to the standard SUBDMAPs and appear in IF, THEN, ELSE type logical construc-
tion. Typical character parameters are the solution type (SOLTYP= "DIRECT," "MODAL,"
etc.), solution approach (APP= "STATIC," "FREQRESP," "TRANRESP," etc.), and logical
flags are (NONLNR, AERO, FS, etc.). The logical flow for a nonlinear dynamic solution
sequence does not exist, but by changing these parameters during the solution procedure the
necessary logical flow can be generated.
The SEMELRR solution sequence requires that linear and nonlinear element tables be
generated in Phase 1 procedures and that linear dynamic data recovery be performed in Phase
3 procedures. In order to generate the necessary matrices and tables for both geometric
nonlinear and linear dynamic procedures, the pro-processing sequence Phase 1 was initiated
with the NONLNR flag set to TRUE in the call to SUPER1, Figure 3, and the APP (approach)
was set to FREQRESP. The reader is referred to the MSC/NASTRAN user's manual [11]
for a description of these parameters.
The logical ltag NONLNR was set TRUE Ik_r Phase 1 only, in the call to SUPER1, and
not for Phase 2 or 3, because linear data recovery is required in SUPER3. In addition to
this modification, it was required that the element summary table, ESTL, needed lk_r linear
dynamic analysis (not generated when NONLNR is TRUE) be equivalenced to the element
summary table, EST, for the linear portion of nonlinear analysis (generated when NONLNR
is TRUE). This equivalence was programmed as an ALTER to the SEMG SUBDMAP.
The programming of the SEMELRR main SUBDMAP consisted of writing an iterative
procedure around the frequency response solution procedures, the geometric nonlinear matrix
generation procedures, and the data recovery SUBDMAP, SUPER3, which includes the
updated displacement calculations. To implement this iterative procedure, some of the files
needed for the next iteration have to be saved. The module FILE to save or overwrite
files was used for this purpose. Phase 3 procedures were included in the iteration loop
because the updated displacements, necessary as input to the differential stiffness modules,
are obtained from SUBDMAP SEDRCVR in Phase 3. SUBDMAP SEDRCVR had to
be substantially rewritten to generate the correct updated displacements for the equivalent
linearization procedure, equation (38). The calculation of the updated displacements will
be discussed in depth in the following subsection. A full listing of the SEMELRR main
SUBDMAP is provided in Appendix A.
The formation of the geometric nonlinear stiffness matrix in Phase 2 follows closely with
the procedure in Nonlinear Transient solution sequence (NLTRAN, SOL 129). The linear
dynamic equations of motion are solved first and the linear rms displacement vector {A}
is obtained. If the parameter LGDISP is greater than -1, the geometric nonlinear stiffness
matrix KDJJ is formed from module EMA on the next iteration by applying this linear
displacement vector. This geometric nonlinear stiffness matrix then reduces to KDLL, [KR]
in equation (39). (If the parameter LGDISP equals -1, only the linear IYequency response
is calculated.) The equivalent linear stiffness matrix [Ke] now consists of two matrices: the
linear stiffness [K] and the differential stiffness matrix [KR]. The frequency response is then
obtained using both geometric nonlinear and linear dynamic matrices.
15
jThis iteration method can be used to determine the rms displacements; however, it
is slow to converge. An improved method for speeding up the convergence is to use an
underrelaxation approach where displacements are not updated to their full values, but instead
to the scale of the full values after each iteration. This method can be expressed as
"{-Q-}cnrrent = (1 --/_){Q}previo,,s + [t{q}current (4O)
A user-defined convergence enhancement parameter, /_ (BETA in DMAP programming), is
introduced to scale the updated displacements. If the nonlinearity is mild to moderate, the
convergence of the iteration procedure is faster for (1.5 < BETA < 1.(). If the nonlinearity
is severe, the convergence of the iteration procedure is faster for 1).() < BETA < 0.5. The
parameter BETA is set by the user in the Bulk Data Deck.
Two user-defined parameters were introduced to control the termination of the iterative
loop. The user-defined parameter MAXITER defines the maximum allowable number of
iterations and the user-defined parameter MAXNORM sets the convergence criteria, i.e.
I{Q}curre,,t- {Q}l,revious[I =error_< MAXNORM (41)
If the iteration count exceeds MAXITER or if the error norm, equation (41), is less than
MAXNORM, the solution sequence will terminate normally. There is a warning message if
the solution is not converged after the MAXITER iterations. There are two ways to handle
convergence errors; the first is by increasing the number of allowable iterations, MAXITER,
and the second is by choosing a different convergence enhancement parameter BETA, which
is less than the previous BETA. A summary of the user-defined parameters and defaults is
given in Appendix B.
3.2 Updated Displacement Calculation
The updated displacement vector is formed by multiplying the maximum rms displace-
ment by the updated mode shapes. In order to do so, one dellection point number has
to be obtained first by asking for XYPRINT (or XYPLOT) in the Control Deck of the
MSC/NASTRAN data cards. In the SUBDMAP SEDRCVR, individual modes of the actual
displacement vector are extracted. For each mode, the modal rms responses are calculated
from module RANDOM. Each mode is normalized to unity for the largest component of the
eigenvector. The actual rms response of each mode is then obtained by multiplying the rms
response by the normalized eigenvector. The updated response of the structure can be calcu-
lated by using superposition of the modes and storing the updated rms displacement vector.
This procedure entails the assumption that the modes and modal responses are independent.
The modified SUBDMAP SEDRCVR is in Appendix C.
Although some minor modifications on SUBDMAP SUPER3 are made, no functional
procedure was carried out. The modification passes parameters needed for communication
between the main SUBDMAP and the SEDRCVR SUBDMAP. The modified SUBDMAP
SUPER3 is included in Appendix D.
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3.3 Output Requests
One new feature from the output request is for plotting the overall rms displacement
output• In module RANDOM, only the rms values fi_r a single degree of freedom are
calculated. The actual overall rms displacement is formed by the updated mode shape
at each iteration. Therefore, at the converged stage, the overall rms displacement can be
extracted by using a DISP=ALL card in the Control Deck.
There is no rms strain response obtained from frequency random analysis of SOL 111.
If rms element strain is required, the user-deiined parameter RMSTRAIN has to be set to




Section 4 Validation of The SEMELRR Solution Sequence
The linearized random vibration capability developed for use with MSC/NASTRAN
is validated by solving four problems and companng the results with known solutions.
The frequency response of free vibration and rms displacement response of forced random
vibrations of a plate and a beam are considered. The results show that reasonable accuracy
is achieved.
Problem 1: Random response of beams
The rms displacements of a 12-in × 2-in × 0.{}64-in aluminum beam with either
end clamped or simply supported and subjected to unilbrmly distributed random loads is
investigated. To demonstrate the accuracy of the SEMELRR results, approximate rms
maximum deflections were obtained by using a separate Equivalent Linearization (EL)
analysis [16] and finite element (FE) solution [7]. Results are shown in Figure 4. Since
all three results (EL, FE, and SEMELRR) based on small dellection linear theory lie directly
on top of one another, it is shown as one straight dotted and dashed line. The EL and FE
results are identical for the lineafized case, so one curve is plotted for these two methods. For
acoustic excitations less than 90 dB for a simply supported case and 111} dB fl_r a clamped
case, the small detlection assumption yields good results. At high SSL, however, the small
deflection theory overestimates the rms deflection, while it underestimates the frequency of
vibration. It is clearly demonstrated that the SEMELRR results give reasonable predictions
as compared to the EL and FE solutions in both linear and linearized cases•
10.00 ......... i ......... i ......... i .........
Simply Supported Beam __
SEMELRR
FE[7] and EL[16] --" " "
......... linear _'"•_
l oo ,iI iii i'L " .-;'2--"





0.01 , , . , ..... i ......... I , , , , ..... m ...... , , ,
90 I00 i I0 120 130
Sound Spectrum Level (dB)
Figure 4: Effect of acoustic excitation level on maximum deflection for beams.
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Problem 2: Random response of a clamped plate
The comparisonis madefor rms displacementsas a function of SSL of an aluminum
plate [7]. For acousticexcitationslessthan I(XJdB, the small dellectionassumptionyields
good resultsasshown in Figure5. Above 1()()dB, the largedellection formulationmust
beused.At the 130-dBlevel, the resultsbetweenthe SEMELRRandLocke's analysis[7]
show a 6-percentdifference. The discrepancyis attributableto the approximationof the
nonlinearstiffnessmatrix in equation(39) andtheassumptionof curvaturesandmidsurface
strainsin the yon Karmansensein Locke's formulation.
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Problem 3: Free vibration of rectangular plate
The free vibration of a 15-in x 12-in x ().()4-in aluminum _'ectangular plate reported in
Chiang's paper [17] is used. The variation in SEMELRR free vibration results of a plate with
all edges clamped for the frequency ratio _/_vo at different amplitudes is shown in Figure 6.
Wo is the fundamental frequency of the clamped plate. There is a maximum of l()--percent
difference between the SEMELRR and Chiang's results. The frequency ratio for Chiang's
results are lower. The differences are caused by two factors. First, Chiang's formulation used
von Karman strain-displacement relations, which use thin plate assumptions, and therelbre do
not have all the terms in equation (1). The second is due to the approximation in equation (39).
Because of this approximation, in which the first-order stiffness matrix in the SEMELRR is
calculated one more time than the equivalent linearization approach, the linearized frequency
is expected to be higher. These results show the SEMELRR procedure gives reasonable
19
predictionsin comparisonto finiteclement117, 7] and equivalent lincadzation [16] solutions












0.0 ' , , I , , , , , , I , , ,
0.8 1.0 1.2 1,4
Frequency Ratio (ca/ca.)
Figure 6: Amplitude versus frequency ratio for clamped plate.
1.6
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Section 5 Example Problems
This section is intended to provide a series of simple analyses that demonstrate the
capabilities and use of the equivalent lineafization solution procedure as implemented in
MSC/NASTRAN. The types of analyses used in this section were selected from a review of
previously publisher papers [7, 16]. For simplicity these analyses share a common structural
configuration, that of a simple rectangular panel. The thcrmo-acoustic response of a large
hexagonal thermal acoustic protection panel is also presented to further demonstrate some
- of the features of the program. The fiwmat of this section follows closely that of the
MSC/NASTRAN demonstration problems manual [18]. It is assumed in this section that
the reader has a basic understanding of the basic NASTRAN CARDS and DECKS.
5.1 Problem Execution
The equivalent linearization solt, tion sequence was written by incorporating portions
of the NLSTATIC (SOL 106) solution sequence into the SEMFREQ (SOL 111) solution
sequence. It is assumed in this manual that the reader has a basic understanding of the
application, options, and limitations of both of those analyses.
MSC/NASTRAN performs random response analysis as post-processing to the frequency
response. The Equivalent Linearization solution sequence is perlbrmed by including this post-
processing in the iteration loop because the rms displacements, which are necessary as input
to the differential stiffness modules, are obtained in Phase 3 procedure.
The SEMELRR solution sequence is not included in the MSC/NASTRAN-delivered
data base, but is available as a separate DMAP program. The program must be read into
the Executive Deck of the NASTRAN data file, and the individual SUBDMAPs and main
SUBDMAP must be compiled and linked as part of each execution. The solution sequence
can also be incorporated into the NASTRAN data base of solution sequences by creating a
permanent USER.OBJ and USER.EXE as discussed in Chapter 7 of the "DMAP and DATA
BASE APPLICATIONS" seminar notes [19]. The necessary commands to include, compile,
link, and execute the solution sequence are provided in the example problems.
Model Description
The basic Bulk Data cards for the rectangular panel will be included in each example but
will appear only here. The demonstration Bulk Data Deck includes the CQUAD4, GRID,
SPC1, PSHELL, MAT2, and MAT8 cards. The rectangular aluminum plate is 12-in x 15-in
x 0.04-in and is modeled using 64 QUAD4 elements with inplane and bending material
property entries on the element PSHELL cards. The boundaries are assumed completely





CQUAD4 1 74 1 2 Ii i0
CQUAD4 2 74 2 3 12 Ii
CQUAD4 3 74 3 4 13 12
CQUAD4 4 74 4 5 14 13
CQUAD4 5 74 5 6 15 14
CQUAD4 6 74 6 7 16 15
CQUAD4 7 74 7 8 17 16
CQUAD4 8 74 8 9 18 17
CQUAD4 9 74 i0 ii 20 19
CQUAD4 I0 74 II 12 21 20
CQUAD4 Ii 74 12 13 22 21
CQUAD4 12 74 13 14 23 22
CQUAD4 13 74 14 15 24 23
• CQUAD4 14 74 15 16 25 24
CQUAD4 15 74 16 17 26 25
CQUAD4 16 74 17 18 27 26
CQUAD4 17 74 19 20 29 28
CQUAD4 18 74 20 21 30 29
CQUAD4 19 74 21 22 31 3q
CQUAD4 20 74 22 23 32 31
CQUAD4 21 74 23 24 33 32
CQUAD4 22 74 24 25 34 33
CQUAD4 23 74 25 26 35 34
CQUAD4 24 74 26 27 36 35
CQUAD4 25 74 28 29 _8 37
CQUAD4 26 74 29 30 39 38
CQUAD4 27 74 30 31 40 59
CQUAD4 28 74 31 32 41 40
CQUAD4 29 74 32 33 42 41
CQUAD4 30 74 33 34 43 42
CQUAD4 31 74 34 35 44 43
CQUAD4 32 74 35 36 45 44
CQUAD4 33 74 37 38 47 46
CQUAD4 34 74 38 39 48 47
CQUAD4 35 74 39 40 49 48
CQUAD4 36 74 40 41 50 49
CQUAD4 37 74 41 42 51 50
CQUAD4 38 74 42 43 5Z 51
CQUAD4 39 74 43 44 53 52
CQUAD4 4{1 74 44 45 54 53
CQUAD4 41 74 46 47 56 55
CQUAD4 42 74 47 48 57 56
CQUAD4 43 74 48 49 58 57
CQUAD4 44 74 49 5(_ 59 58
CQUAD4 45 74 5(I 51 60 r<
_,3
CQUAD4 46 74 51 52 61 60
CQUAD4 47 74 52 53 62 61
CQUAD4 48 74 53 54 63 62
CQUAD4 49 74 55 56 65 64
CQUAD4 50 74 56 57 66 65
CQUAD4 51 74 5? 58 67 66
CQUAD4 52 74 58 59 68 67
CQUAD4 53 74 59 60 {;9 68
CQUAD4 54 74 60 61 70 6!J
CQUAD4 55 74 61 6Z 71 70
CQUAD4 56 74 62 63 72 71
CQUAD4 57 74 64 65 74 73
CQUAD4 58 74 65 66 75 74
CQUAD4 59 74 66 67 76 75
CQUAD4 60 74 67 6B 77 76
CQUAD4 61 74 68 69 78 77
CQUAD4 62 74 69 70 79 78
CQUAD4 63 74 70 71 80 79
CQUAD4 64 74 71 72 81 80
$
.2 ....... 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ....... 7 ....... 8 ....... 9 ....... i0 .....
$ ....... 2 ....... 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ....... 7.
$
GRID 1 0.000 0.0 U.0
GRID 2 1.875 0.0 0.0
GRID 3 3.750 0.0 0.0
GRID 4 5.625 0.0 0.0
GRID 5 7.500 0.0 0.0
GRID 6 9.375 0.0 0.0
GRID 7 11.25 0.0 0.0
GRID 8 13.125 0.0 0.0
GRID 9 15.000 0.0 0.0



















































































































GRID 59 7. 500



































































































































































$ ....... 2 ....... 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ....... 7 ....... 8 ....... 9 ....... 10 .....
$
SPCI 56 123456 1 THRU 9
SPCI 56 123456 i0 19 28 37
SPCI 56 123456 18 27 36 45
SPCl 56 123456 46 55 64
SPCI 56 123456 54 63 72
SPCI 56 123456 73 THRU 81
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$
PSHELL * 74 1(]Oo I }(74 4.OI_{_NtI'NNE IIA 2000¢m 74
• 1 .000001HINE+{]0 [_ ].. tlIIIHiN(HIOE+IIII [i Ill}((If ( E_I ql
• -2 .I]rJ00{]00qJE- t)2 .!.tl(101)ql0hl)E- P2 LP
MAT2 * l{t(J00(1074 ] . 1783 l _93E_-I17 {. _4r, 147E_l_, i}. t)t}{10(IilOIIE_ IH!
• i . 17831893E+<17 L_ .IPI_I_[IOI_III)E_Ilil { .'_474_,{u_{IE_ NI, .!. 58_001J(H_E-_}4
• (I .[)(bC}(H HI0{}E+ 0 (I N .0o!b00[NIIIE+ Oq} N. N_I(I(IOr:IN NE. {)0 (],tl{}lltH](H N _E+ I_N
• 0.00{H_[_(}']0E÷N(I @.I) } )(I l(}t](E+NN IJ.IIIHIIN_I!I)UI.]_ N(_ (i .O(]0(IIIIHII}E+NI}
MAT2 * 2IHmliiJi174 i. 178 IISUBE+I)7 _ . SS,_4<£47E÷Im II E÷ }0
w 0 .011(}(]0000E+(I(I (I.(l(IIl000['H}E + 0 [_ :_.NNIHH}NtlClE+IHI O .[}[}0 (IN {)fIN E* (I(I
• O.OOt_oOt_o(Ig+DD (I.Ill)(lllllO( "g+ (I.{)_H}_I_III[HIE_.I}O N,OOO(H)I)IIIIE+ (
• [)
MAT8 I0 i(I. 5÷_, i@.5+_, LI.33 {.[1474,_, 2 .5,_,_ 4
$
Figure 7: Demonst,'ationBulk Data Deck
5.2 Linear Random Analysis
Problem Description
The random response o1' the plate subjected to broad-band acoustic excitation is tirst
demonstrated. The spectral density functions of the selected displacements and element
stresses are computed.
Executive Control Deck
The Executive Control Deck specilies that Structured Solution Sequence 1 1 1 (Modal












Specifies method by which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be
extracted.
Selects the set of frequencies to be solved in frequency response
problems.
Random Analysis set selection
Selects a sequence of load sets referenced by dynamic load cards to
be applied to the structural model.
Selects the dynamic load to be applied in a frequency response
problem.
Selects table, which defines dampings as function of frequency.
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SET 1 =41














XYPLOT DISP PSDFI 4I(T3)
XYPLOT STREss PSDF/3(3}
BFJG_ BULK
The rms displacement can only be extracted from the data base PSDF in module
RANDOM. The first card after OUTPUT of either XYPRINT DISP or XYPLOT DISP
is needed in the Control Deck. If the rms displacement for the first card is zero, the process
will stop and the fatal error message will be given. The output from the SEMELRR solution









Defines a sequence of load sets referenced by dynamic load cards to
be applied to the structural model. In this case, it is used to apply a
unit pressure load to the plate since the Dynamic Load Scale Factor
(DAREA) card can only handle the point load.
Defines a dynamic loading condition for frequency response.
Defines a frequency-dependent dynamic load for use in frequency
response problems.
Defines a set of frequencies to be analyzed.
Defines load set power spectral density factors for use in random
analysis.
Defines power spectral density as a tabular function of frequency for
use in random analysis. Referenced by the RANDPS entry.
Defines modal damping as a tabular function of frequency.
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EIGRL 1 0. i _000.0
L_EQ I00 12 40cl
PS(_D2 40O l • 1 THRU 64
$
DLOAD :_01 I. 0 I. O 204
RLLIA D1 204 12 ii_
TABLED1 13
*%,k
*QR 0.0 1.0 3(_0_ O 1.O ENDT
$
FR EY_q 20 00.I 1.O 1500
$
RANDPS _9 1 i I O 6
TABRIqD1 _3 _TR
÷TR2 3001.0 0.0 EN[_
$
TABDMP 1 400



























NARCS _9, 1_ _SC/NAETaAN 7/Z_'/9_ PA(;E




2 SET I : 41
3 SET 2 = 1,2,3,_ 5
,I DI SPKACEI_£1#'I'= l
6 Ec:-k_ •['t_NCH $
? 'nTLE • TPS I_ESlrLTS ANALY.q]_
_u DLOAD *_Ul
II PRE_ _ _t_
I_ SDASp • 400
14 bOAD_ET_ 1 O0
15 $
16 (_IITPIrT_ XYOOT)
I? XYPI._IT D3SP PSDF/ _IIT_
19 $ ELEI#gNT RNS STRgSSES O1r/'PtrT
20 $
2 t XYPLt)T _'TRN_S PEDF/ 3 ( 31
26
22 XYPLOT STRESS _&'DF/ 3 {F,)
23 XYPLOT 9TRE.¢;S PSDF/ 3{7)
24 $
25 BEGIN I_ tlLl¢




I<A_CH 2_, 199_ WSC/NAS'IIU,.N 7/2_/_,2 PAGE
O_E _E 81 PoI_ DIVIDED ]]¢_ I GROUP{S)
0 CONNE_ON DATA
O£1_E_E_ TYPE NUNE_ AGSENBLY TINE{SEC)
o.__t__.... ..........._: .....__/i_.....
O'IX)TAL NA_]X _SEMBLY TIME FOR 6Q ELENI_NTS IS u 22 SECOND_
0ORIGIRAL pE_FOI_M#_NCE DATA
OSUP_(GROUPI ID No GRID._ AV CONNECTIVITy C-AVIC<aGE C-RNS C-SAXlm_S
o o 81 7.72 9.89 Iu ]5 Ii
ORE._EQUE34CED P_F_CE DATA
O_-_OP_(C.ROUPb ID NO. GRIDS AV, CONRECT]V]'_/ C-AV_GE C-RM_ C-MAXIMUM
O 81 7.72 9.54 9_86 II
"i_PS R_OL_ _ALYS]S MPJ_CH
T1 T2





P - G[.4OUPS P -AV_tAGE DECONp "['] ME { _:E['S )
{6.0 D(_F/G;cID )
o 0,o0 00_7
P-GROUPS P-AVE/_A<;E DEC(,NI, TII<E[,_EC_) NETH(,I,
_6.0 b(_F/<;/¢II, )





RUN_£_ OF NODES = I
RODE FLAG I
PRO_LEW TYI'E = 1
_HI _-rI NG SCALE _ ._O7.EoO5
A_T_ _R(,_LEM SPECIF]CA_(_ CHECEING
NIIN_ OF _ODEG = 1
F_OmL_ TYPE I
SHIFT] NG _¢ALE = 3 4oTeE_o_
WORKSPACE ALL(_A_q OR
[J_CE(.S BLX_E SlZE •
_U_X, _LX_E STEPS = IO0
WAX NODES 2_5
RON_ OF OS_ _UPPLIED V_k._ =
N E_%HAG E LEVEL 1
OUTPUT UNIT 6
EIZE OF WORK:;I'ACE = 2292,,_7
14AXINUW _LOCK _:IZE = 7
LEFT _I_ IR_INT : 3 94SE-UDUl
BIGHT [_qb POINT 1 UUOE*24_3
C£NT£_ F_E_IIENEy = O, O000E.O0
NAX. RI_ VALUE,% = 2uu
NAX. S <, VEL"/_R_ 245
W(II*EZPACE U_;F/, _15"
LEFT E_I, POINT - _ "4"E-UG_I
RIGHT £3_'Z_ ['(_INT I 000E, 246_
CP TINS ALL{)WE[, 1.7_,'h_E*0_
NEW EMIF't" • 3 947_E-ul MODES STILL NEEIbE[> = 1
o*.. uS]_ INFORMATIOR MESSAGE '%UIU. S'i_IRN SE(JIIE}_CE DATA FOB EIGENVALU£ EXTPAC'TION.
I_.qIAL EIGE_WALUE = _._4_2£-uI, CYCLES = I OUOO_E-_I NU_PF/_ OF EIGFJ_VALII£S _ELOW THI_ VALUE • _
ACCEPTED EIGENVALOE_
2,54_7E_0_
NEW SNIFT = _ 2_15E*05 NODES _T_LL NEEDS/, = o
0 o.o USEm INFO_ON WES_GE 41_---STR_STICS FOR sYwx_'r_IC DECONP(_:ITI(_ OF DATA _L(_W SCRATCH FOLLOW
N_INB£_ OF NK_iA_VE I_NS ON FACTOR DIA_ONAL • 1
O o'o USE IRF('RMA_ON R_SSAGE _010, S_X_RN SEQUENCE DATA FO_ EIGE_VALUE EXTSACrION
"tRIAL EIGZ_NALUE = 5,241507EoU_, CYCLES = 1 I_2_EoU2 NI_ _.F EIG£3_VAL_ES _£L(,W _I._ VALUE = l
E3#D OF LJ_NCZOS R[_
W_RNI _ FL_ • 0
_O, OF WODES CORpUT_X_ i




E I G E R V A L U E A R A L Y s ] S S II W W A R Y (LANCZOS I_'nOR)
TPS RZSULTS ANALYSIS
BLOCK SIZE USE_ ..................
NUWE_ OF DECONPOSIT'J(_S ............. 2
Nt_NE_ OF R(xrn_ FoIr_D ............... 1
_N_ OF SOLVES REQIIIRED ............ 6
T_R_INAT](_ WES_AGE : R£QUIR_ NUN_ER OF EIGIS_VALtlE._ PO_IRD,
SARCS 29. I_ RSC/M_-']',U%_ ?129192 PAGE
REAL El GENVALIIES
RADIAN$ CYCLES GI_Im_ALI E_ GI_ImALI ZEZ_
STIFFNESS
5.U_19152£_02 I_ O_6_E*01 1. 000000E*00 2.549697E÷05
RA_CW 29, 1993 WSC/R_ ?/29/92 _AGE
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Figure 8: Output from linear random analysis
ALTER for Strain
Executive Control Deck
The spectral density of the strains can be obtained by using an ALTER of the modal
frequency response solution sequence (SOL 111). This ALTER is placed in the Executive
Control Deck and the solution sequence is compiled as shown.
[D PLA'T_EMO $
SOL Ill $





RANDOM X'YCD BDR,D [T.MPSDL.OL_V2, f_v; l OQG2,OS_42.OEF2.CASEDR/





With the ALTER in the Executive Control Deck to acquire the strains, only one card
needs to be changed. The change is on the STRAIN(FIBER) card. To obtain the strain, use
the XYPLOT STRESS card. Use of the XYPLOT STRAIN card will cause the compiler to

















XYPLOT DISP PSDF! 4103)
X'YPLOT STRESS PSDF/3(3)
BF-_4 B L,"LK
5.3 Nonlinear Random Analysis
Strain and Displacement Spectra
If the XYPRINT is used in the Case Control Deck, the output spectra with frequency
increment can be found in the ,.I"06 file. The module FREQ1 in the Bulk Data Deck controls
the starting frequency, frequency interval, and the number of frequency increments.
Problem Description
The nonlinear random response of the plate subjected to broad-band acoustic excitation is
next demonstrated. The spectral density functions of the selected displacements and element
stresses are computed.
Executive Control Deck
The Executive Control Deck specifies that the modified DMAP Modal Frequency Re-
sponses Structured Solution Sequence is to be compiled, linked, and used to analyze the
plate response under random loads.
ACQUIRE NDDL $
K) PLATE_EMO $
COMPILE SEMELRR SOUOUTffiUSROUT OBJOUTffiUSROBJ NOLIS_F NOREF $
_CLUDE gEbtELRR,DMAP $
COMPILE S_DRCVR SOUOUTfLISROUT OBJ(XIT=USROBJ NOLI_T N(_REF $
_CLUDE SEDRCVR.DMAP $
COMPLE SUPER3 $OUOUTfUSRO4fF OBJCKIT=USROBJ NOLIS'T NOREF $
_ICLUDE SUPER3,DMAP $










Use the same Case Control Deck as for tile linear random analysis.
Bulk Data Deck
Use the same Bulk Data Deck as for the linear random analysis. The following








If lineafized analysis is performed, set LGDISP=I. (default=-1)
If rms strain is needed and print no output for STRESS=ALL in
control deck, set RMSTRAIN=I.
If rms strain is needed and print output for STRESS=ALL in control
deck, set RMSTRAIN=2.
Maximum number of iterations. (default=5)
Absolute norm for convergence test.
Convergence enhancement factor, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, but not for
0.0. (default=0.5)
PARAM.RMSTRAIN.I $ F RMS S_RAIN IS NEEDED, RMbl"RAIN=I
PARAM.MAXrTER,3 $ MAX, NUMBER (_ ITERATICa_/
PARAM.ABSNORM,2,(_E-2 $ ABS. NORM FOR CONVER(3ENCE "I_*;T
PARAM,BETA.O,5 $ SCAL_ FOR BE'ITER C(_/ERGENCE. RANGE FROM 0.0 T() 1.0 (BUT NOT 0.01
PARAM.LODISP, I $ FOR LARGE DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS, LGDISP= I
Problem Output
T1_S RESULTS ANALYSIS




2 D]SPLACENENT * ALL
3 ECH(I=NONE $
4 7_TL£ * TPS REStlLTS ANALYSIS
6 NETHOD . 1
7 t,_)AD .301
9 FU_DOH . 59




lo _DANP : 4uo
1_ LOADSET= l.u
12 $
13 O[_TPUT l EYOUT)
14 XYPLOT DISP PSDF! 411T_j
l_ $
16 _EG1M BULK




_H 2_l 1_3 MSC / H,ABT_ 7/2_/_2 |'AGE
o'I_EM£ ARE 81 POINT DIVIDSJb ]1¢I_ I GRO[IPiS}
o CO_IETI ON DATA
OE.t.Em_E_'rl_ TYPE NUSBEM _SEK_LY '['_MEISEC)
_;AD4 64 u, 22
0 ...............................................
O
TOTAL MATRIX A.SSENBLY TIME FOR 6¢ ELEMENTS 1S Ul22 SSCOND_
OORIUI_AL PERPOR.'4A_CE DATA
0SUpI_I[GROUP) ID NO, GRII_ AV. CONNECTIVITY C-AVErAGE C-[_4S C-MAXIM_TN P-GROURS
ORES£q;_tCE_ PEMFORNANCE DATA
OSUPE_(GROUR) ID NO_ GRIDS AV CONNECTIVITY C-AVSRAGS C-[_N_ C-MAX|MUM P-GRODPS
o 0 81 7172 _,54 _.s_ 11
I "_S RESDLTS ANALYSIS NAkCN
v
o OLOAD
0 TI T2 T_
0 I o,oooooooz_ou o UUOOO_E.oO 1 • ,U_lU_UoS+_




DEGREES OF F_E_}N = 245 M _,_;A_ S LEVEL I
NIIMBE_ OF MDDE._ • 1 OUTRUT lIMIT = 6
MODE FLAG 1 _IZS OF W_ESPAC£ 22_2687
PROBLEM TYPE I NAXIMI_M BL(_VK _IZE • 7
SNI rT_ NG SCALE = _. _UT_E*05
AFTER RNOBLEN SRECIFICA'/q(_ CNECKING
NUMBEM DR MODES = 1 LEFT E_D ROINT = 3 94_S-UO01
PROBLEM TYRE l _IGHT _ ROINT I UUUE_246_
SHIFTING SCALE = 31407_E*O5 CEMTE!< FREQUEMCY = O.OOOOE_0U
WORKSRACS ALL(_CAT] ON
LANCZOS kL(;CE SIZE _ 2 MAX. RITZ VALISES; • 2oo
MAX. BLDCE STE_S I_U NAX. _.O. VE_i_)[<._ 245
MAX. MODES 245 WORKSPACE I_SED • 44lr,9
NUMEEM OF IJSEM mlPPLIEI, VSCT_ i u
NEW SHIFT = 3,947_E-Ul MODE.% STILL NEEDED • i
0"** usEM INFORMATION MESSAGE ".010, S'/_fRN SEQUEMCS DATA FOR EIGE_r4ALUE EXIT_ACgqON.
TRIAL SIGENVALIIE • 3 947842E-01. CYCLES = 1 O0tl00OS-o1 NtlMbEM OF EIGENVALUE._ BEL(_4 THIS VALITE :
ACCEPTED E| G _NVALUES
2.5_971*o5
NEW SH]FT = 5.2415E_05 MODES STILL NEEDED = u
O*** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE _158---ETATIST3CS FOR SYNNE_IC DECOMR(>S|TI(_ OF" DATA SL(K_K SCRATCH F(mLL(]W
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Overall Rms Displacements
When the overall rms displacements are requested, DISP=ALL is required in the Control
Deck. The overall rms displacement is formed by multiplying the maximum rms displacement
by the updated mode shape. The overall rms displacement can be found in the ,.f06 output
file. It also can be extracted from an OUTPUT2 file by including a "PARAM,POST,-1" card
in either the Case Control or Bulk Data Decks.
5.4 Static and Nonlinear Random Analysis
The modified MSC/NASTRAN SEMELRR solution sequence can be combined with
other solution sequences to handle the effect of static mechanical and thermal loads on the
nonlinear random response. An example is shown for a hexagonal thermal protection system
panel subjected to combined thermal and random acoustic loads. The deformed shape due
to the static thermal load is first obtained using the SOL 101 procedure. A RESTART of the
SEMELRR solution sequence is then run to obtain the dynamic response due to the combined
load. The results shown were obtained by post-processing the output with PDA Patran [20].
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Hexagonal Panel
A hexagonal thermal protection system (TPS) panel similar to the cutout shown in figure
1 was subjected to both thermal and acoustic loads. The structure is composed of an eight-
ply carbon-carbon TPS panel with built-up substructure. The TPS panel is connected to
the substructure with seven titanium rods (posts). The substructure has an aluminum core
sandwiched between an aluminum and a graphite/epoxy face sheet. The dimensions of the
panel are given in Table 1, and the finite element mesh is shown in figure 9. The finite
element model is comprised of 804 triangular elements and seven bar elements with a total
of 622 nodes.
The boundary conditions imposed on the panel were designed to minimize thermal
stresses, and are summarized for each component. The edges of the TPS panel are constrained
in the perpendicular and tangential directions. The edges of the substructure are constrained
in all rotations and translations. The post connections to the TPS panel were modeled as
pinned joints using MPC Bulk Data cards. The three translations at the top of the posts
were equivalent to the three translations at the adjoining locations of the TPS panel. The
connections between the posts and the substructure were also modeled using MPCs. The
center post connection was modeled as a rigid link, i.e. all three translations and the two
rotations at the lower-end node of the post were equivalent to the translation and rotations of
the adjoining node of the substructure. The remaining post connections to the substructure
















A 2(_)0°F temperatureloadwasappliedto theTPSpanelanda 200°F loadwasapplied
to the postsandsubstructure.The thermaldisplacementsandstresseswerepredictedusing
SOL 101,andareplottedin figures10and11. TheTPSpanelresultsareessentiallythoseof
astress-freethermalexpansionwhile thesubstructureshowsa moderatecompressivethermal
stresswith little thermaldisplacement.The equivalentlinearizationsolution sequencewas
"restartedusing the data basefrom the static thermalsolutionwith the initial stressesand
displacements.The rms thermal-acousticdisplacementsand stresseswere predicted for a
broadbandacousticexcitationof 150dB uniformly distributedover thecarbon-carbonpanel.
Thesermsdisplacementsandstressesareplottedin figures12and 13.Thesolutionsequence
convergedin four iterationswith theconvergence nhancementparameterBETA set to 11.5
and the default convergencecriteria.
The level of nonlinearity in the responseis typically measuredin severalways. The
two mostcommonarethe ratioof theequivalentlinear fundamentalfrequencyto the linear
fundamentalfrequency(frequencyratio) and the ratio of the equivalent linear maximum
rms displacemento the linearmaximumdisplacement(amplituderatio). For this particular
problem, theseratios were 1.19 and 0.414, respectively,and are typical of moderateto
extremegeometricnonlinearity.
Figure 9: Finite elementmodel
4o
Figure 10: Deformed plot of the thermal displacement
vector. Displacements are given in inches.
Figure 11: Thermal stresses in the radial direction er in psi.
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Figure 12: Deformed plot of the root-mean-square thermal-acoustic
displacement vector. Displacements are given in inches.
Figure 13: Root-mean-square thermal-acoustic stresses in the radial direction Cr in psi.
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Summary
An equivalent linearization solution sequence used to predict the nonlinear random
response of structures has been incorporated into MSC/NASTRAN version 67r2. A new
main SUBDMAP, SEMELRR, and a significantly modified MSC/NASTRAN SUBDMAP
SEDRCVR are compiled with the MSC/NASTRAN delivered library of SUBDMAPs to
create the new solution sequence.
The equivalent linear rms displacements, strains or stresses, and frequencies are calcu-
lated by an iterative solution method. The numerical results obtained were in good agreement
with existing solutions. The output requests and the iterative solution method are controlled
by several new user defined PARAMeters. The versatility of the implementation will en-




The work presented in this report was pertbrmed under the NASP Government Work
Package No. 70 (Acoustics and Sonic Fatigue). Dr. Stephen A. Rizzi was the principal
investigator for the NASA Langley Research Center portion of the work package and Mr.
Kenneth R. Wentz was the principal investigator at Wright Laboratories. Wright Laboratories
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lll+O<_. I ZTIll: grtllD. I_LU|D +Ni'_F. _PPI.. _I.OAO. FIUIQ. $_AJ_. _FJ4141L $
YY_I PAJIJ(.14D4_.OU_I.N.K_;G.14_OO.12OO.p_.It_PP.142PP.$_PP._mIICII $
Y_flPI PA_.NDDI.. LOGZCAL. N.F$C_P $
$ mJ PIdU_NI'PIG
p0_lX..UoYo_611OT.0. $
_tIPI P_Io.CI_IAIIIoY. AUS_II_.'YIIJ_ ".DY_$1_.'_IO' $
pA£1Xo 14_L . <_10 . ¥. DIXSSDII $
_fFI FAJ_. 141_. X. Y. AmI_1410.DDP._N. LJ_Olll. KIXId_. COU1_£$.
_. DISDIG_P. P_ _UPI_. D$&RVI. I_DAOIPT. I XTII_Y.
$ A_OIJ_ C AJ4ALY$_$
IeLU _DI_. _'IU_PI_. P_NllLI_. * r _o a" S
T_I_$ F01JIII.I_IDI..I_.Y.O+IAIIUI_.IOIIUIQ._I_I $
pIIJUI.. CIIARI . I1. _.' 14L_ll3_llJ_ +o APP. • PIIII_UI_p' . Apple ' PIUI_AISp' .
IPAJINo ._O_XCAI+.I¢.MOI_y.F&L_I.I_$.I¢IklJIIol4OI_.F_I.$I.I_OPH_II*_ $
pJ_llo. Z. N. [_IIA._IO_ 1 1. PF_I+I_0. _0. P.a4_PEIZD+ DII&PT -O.
IIOU$1T. 14OA_IT. NOIII_. 140_IY. mrP. NOl_ rP. NOObl_. Nl_4[ll_.
II_UIIY. _1041515". 140_Iy. NOViiS". 140_ o II1_1_+ 1401_. 14Ol_lT.
IIO_A$ rP. IIO_J_l_l_ 0. NIIIXG. IITI Z<_. I_111 ZG. LNODC(.
_PIU_. ZIqlI_ . IiOO_. UImlI . IIII_.o I . II_ .o _. .NOI¢O_'I..
IOI.C+OR. _l+lqUI. UII_AN $
•_rPI pl_ll<° 11oI31. o I_. y. iI_lt_. I_glll_. i_xl_'_io. PIUP&. FAPJ.
IPI;_LU. IIIItIOW_. IPlIZGo IPII_. pIill_V_. 1114AX. SZOI_ o
TDI_. TAll $
YYPII p0dlll. I1_1.. Z. y. IIl_Ol_. NIkll_. IIU_II. FlY,OIl. II_X oI_AJIY.
ZIIII. GPd_JlCY+ itlCOI4 o I_l_P. II_P. tlIHPPPlelP. O$1PI_IL.
I1_ lair o Zi4111J4. Mt_ll_l. IIPI_Z. IN.
GICIIJ.L_U. P_J. DI_DZ_. FZXIN. L_DZ£P $
pIIJUIo 1_4_. Ci. y.C30. Oq. Cltl. _t_. ¢1L3. CIL. CIZ. CP1. CI_ $
P_JI.. Z . Y 0I_!_ - 2 . _gO-0 o$1_OIIZD- - 1 o lllll_ D4. NAXZTIII+ $ $
FAJUI.. Z. I1. II$1_P-0 $
pJU_I, oU014.OPAJI_.II.O $
PAJOI.. AI. Y ° llYA.0 . 5 oAIII;ID_II.O . 0S . IIIIXllOl_. 1 . 0 - ] $
_l_I PJUal..U.14.U¢I+I_AJI.WZX_Jlog]._I $
_flPI PA_II°.CI. II.CQI441_.(I.0o0.O).¢OII_m(I.0.0.O! $
$
$ ........... FI_UIOI _ 0 AI_ Z OPII_TZOIIII
$
IllaDOP.O $ Illff _ti_L|FIIDt
CJ_I+ _ I _JII_ olIIIY . OO_P. K_ . D'I_I_ZCII . _IPLJI . I ZL.I . $1.T. N.
_4gl_ . II_IXD41.11_OI31.. I. DZT. II_I_PII. ¢lTl_ . Ii_P. 14_1.
h_lCI. IA.L. KIlL oULL.. IC011. IIA_. 31Y(_I. NPI. lifT. 1_5"1.
ItPI o$15. I_ F. II_o II_Cl_. GIOI_I. GICIO I+ Im_IT_DI. I_l_. IP_$.
Z_I_I_ . ItlllJI. I_I+_P. GPICY. U. POII_. IQIXD421 o IC_. 11121PO_.
II1LII...I_oP'PI_I.PO.pA. YI.QII. PO_.P_I.P1L..
. SYYo ITS3. gOO. KOO. LOOo IJJ. IOO. It4_. It_J. IO1_ oIOJI.
XlJ.. m. C_(IJU_. <_IIS_. OIIIO. IliA1 . I. OI_Q. I_.1_ . NI_A +_.
II_Jl.I. lug. I_ JU4. l ..... IIo V_d_l.
IMP0111. $1Y_. _.AOO. DIll. Io OY_. OY_I4DX. DII_TII. IIOXl4D o
11131_lP. I_lX 13140. PL I IY'J. I_Z IIY$. I. _11|. DXI_I _P.
O!_412. OYI_ 3. D1PI_4. _CIIII. _IMOI_. _p. DY_II. OP$.
m. DI_I_31. DEIX311D. IZD ol. OCI_XT+ ¢_CIII
APP/DI_IqlO/I.IUI_LYIIOLTYI_IFAI.IIIFIO._IIFI_L_II"PO_II
mI$ . $I_PDII oPIZDII .III . IaS_II . Ti31_LDII . DITO_N/
$. I_I$. SI_IG. I_GGI|. _GOI$. B]_IW. P2G II. DYI_IB. I_I
$. Ig_Lr_DII. L_IZDII. PPZIJ I£. IAN_rI_ I$. P_¢_OUP/K$[_I
&U_P_/$. I(OPN_ I£. IX3_NI$. DIL_ZTII_ $
ZP ( IX'l_eO ) _NI[N $
|
$





$ _N PI_I _ B_ U£IR _ 140 l_I _ I_$ rO_ A.£.
|
$
Irma _'_ II ° _P PAT_ l_A_ g01S (_SI_PIQ) -'/
' _ LL_rr TAJltJ Z$ HOT PW.' $
l_ZP $
$
_N,_X_IDR $ Sl_ LOCA_Z_q_ FN DAT_J_I_S NU_D FOi_ |XT_I. II DR
$ SlIT UP TAJ_I_£ POR D_C _I_LYSZ$ - U_q 3._.24
0101010101 0 / L /i_315._I.I_I $
$








FAJ_4_ C_MlIIII'D_Z'III14 III.N. PMI_ $
pklUU_, CJU;I_II'O_'Z'ILI236111,N.)_'I_ $ _D(_U_)
$
PJ_ V_III'MU_'IIIII.N.J¢_V_I $
[F ( NOV<WI_-L I I $
ZP ib-ll _ U_oVOIPIIV_...I'a'I'&'I'I'II l




$ ¢cllzl_ rm_'z¢ a_o c,lz_,lmxc P_wzoN oF 11I I_I_ZPOAL
$
XP ! I-1 ) _ $
m_I ZF ( _-1 | I $
I_II $
_s IUIA.KI,AA.,. IIrJUI. $
$
IFl_-I ) I$
U)_I_L (.t_'tD. _l, , °l_l'VAl" l'N" l '$" l ;I $
_I_IL u_r_D.GOA,,,IOODI°D'I+A't'E'I_ $
U_I_L LIr_r_D,K4JUt,,olK4NI'D*,_*Ii4"I'$ ° I
AI
DIWZ_ YUGNX • NUC_ (tdHBIUI NLOOP • SLOOPZD) S
DSStZI_ yp_ • PC_Z (tdH|RB HLOOP • £_ZD) S
DBVX_ YBS_ML • ISYNL (tdHBRI NLO_P • LOOPZD} $
I
$ INZYZALI_I 80_PRB AND S_JR
8_,. PPJ+ LOOpZ D $
SOt.C'.rlt. _;OLFIUI $
I_Y-(LOOPID>OI $ LC_PZD=O POR COLD START AJ_ >0 FOR PJS'_P_
PAPJ_, YU_IZII'PRILS'/II/I.N. MOYOGHI $
XP ! _YUGNI>-I ) Y_ S
IC_ZYX YUGNX/ULX / NOA $
IC_JZVX Y/_MZ/PLX/_ $
IP ( NOA)-1 ) YK_ $
U'P&_ USIrY, Y_GNZ/ULX,.,/'O'/'A'/'S'/1 $
i_2 UEI_Y, GN, , XPI, GOA, _,i. ¥_ / , , , pAX. PLX $
I_ZVX UL_/UL_rZ/AL_Y_ $
I_4JZVX PLX / IPDIALHAYS $
COPY ZIrDI ZFD_ $
CC_Y u_r_/UL_M $
NIP $ NOYUCMZ>oL
DiD, BYE / XESYNL .... $
COPY Yl_m./IqlY_L $
DBSIXlW C_0=_4 (_4/I_B NLOOP.O) $
DINX_W r_O¢*NK_A (_NW KLO_.01 $
$
$ Z_ TI_AB _i NO IX_PA POZ_T, A-_BY • D-81r_
$
DBVlr_ ugr/_=US_Y (_HB_B NLO_P.0} $
1:
S





$ P_4D KGG POIt _LZt4_kR |_B: AL,_O KD_: ZP _;IION NO_LI?;IAR
$ R.I_U_B "I'KRmE TO &-$ZZ3
$
III_JZVX K_OO/K_A/AL_Ay$ $
ll_ C L,C_ZSP_-Z ) _ $ rC4_ GI_r_zc t_l_LZ_
$
lip ( _4N'I_AIU;:_-I ) _ $ JUNP Of_y POP* COt, D b'TART bl/O IC
S EXT'RACT AJ¢O PORN U/,.qZ P_ON
PAIOU_, Ut,N_tlI/'TI_ZL, BIt'IIIS+H, DCO_ $ DCOL+i IN UI.NT_
ZP ( DCOL<a ) _ $
I_JI"VX UL.N'Z'A/rJ_J4TX/ AL_4kYS S
l_gll S
ZP I N_4P>-I ) DCOL_DCOL-1 $ £UWFRACT TO BACX UP PO_ A_I_
S |XT1U_CY D_OL-_A COLUI_ VICTOR
_A_4OD VLR_A ..... IUIJe_A, / l IDCOL S
ItMDIp S DCOL_2
l_ ULRYX/ULHX/ALk_yS $
SDItl UGBY, oO_X,, . GC_,C_40 .... tVLNZX,,III'F_BQ" S
$
S _ OF POI_GNG DZSPL VliCTOR POIt IC NATI_X
$
C_I CA_CC./CA_IXX I ' PRSQ" 18, N. P_P|AT 10 $
VECPL,O_ RUGNLZUZRII,I_IXZN_,C_lMS.CAJ;Jrxx./UGVBASlUIOI3 |
B_JZVX B_PDY$/ZUZRIO/AL_Ay8 $
DiK. Irz_ I IIGPO_ .... $
MA'_IDD UGVBAS, ZOZRIO .... /_,PI:TS. /11 S
DI_ILS_ lU'L't_.B_L',., S
TA1 ligP"L_. _+ IL1P_. B_PD"_. £:LS. !"_, CSTI_. DIT/




INk GP_CT.K_XCTN. KI)ID.NH._IJ_ff_I,SZI.I,C_'_dty_Jj./.I S
I
S T_¢_FT.AL _P'Zlq_t_J_ POOr G_G_r_ZC I(GNLZI_AIt
$
B_J ZVX R_TJ / I_NH / NOll J_ S
II_ L'vX IP_I41Ni ll_ipip i MOIII;IT S
ZP ( NG_SlrI_-I ) SCBI uNr_,KDNN.,,/KDpp ..... S
IF ( Noo_rl_-i ) _ $
UPAIIIT_ Ul_lrJ_O,K_I'F IK_,L. , , KDOOI *p., I • A +I, O* S
PAPJ4N_ KDOOII"k'II_ZLmI'ISIS,N,_LIIBoN, _ $
$ IPJtO_ 4423 e> NClq, XNEJ_ _ &TY'J_I_D TO OI4Z'J_r_D






IF ( MO_4_"J_- l I 'I'HI31 1
IUDO$ I[AA.IIPLL.,,II_AII(3+O,0,O) i
IL,lll Ti_ ( NOY'JII'_.I ) TI_4 1
KLAA, l_IJ,.../I_tAAII l] .Oo0.0) I
I_ II I
ADDS KT_. K3_4_. B_J_, , I_I I I ( _ , O . O , O_ $
I
delete Illm .... $
CA,_I. N_OW'II3UI.
Hit. L_rF, _N, CA.g I_. D"s74AJ_CS. _. )4[KAA,GPLJ_, SZL._, 3ED,|_XXN_, VApS I
PHA. L_4A, F147A, LAJ4Ap. PHS&, IJU_$ /
MO_SRT I NOLsr_ / A._ ZMG/NOA_IT I Fg / NOFASIT It_6ASBT I
mr_/xrntF S
$
ZF ( 7g ) _N S
N]LqG3 PttS& ..... VAPS/PHSAFII $
It.S8 S
B_JIVX P_-_A/P_F/- 1 $
STrIp $
"DINtCT' /O/8,N,NO_VECT/1/1 $
IF ( F_rBc? • -1 ) OTP OI_r_//S,N,C.e_O $
$ SVIC_O_ _TFPUT POR PJ_IDUkL _TAUC_JU O_Q.¥
$
IF I FS ) THRN $
_RG_ , ,PHPk .... VA_S/PHPA_/1 $
BL.S| i
|_JI_X PKFA/PHP/_ / * 1 $
VI_ C_ILB, B_X_N8, U_I_, PHP&S, LJ_¢kP,, IOPHF&,/' P._ZG ' /
' DIABC_'/0/L H. NObWRCTI 111 $
_P [ N06VRC_ • ._ ) OFP OprHFA//S,N,C_ e:
S Sv_c-r_ o_Ypu_ PO_. RESZD_aL STR_"I_RII 0t_Y
E_DZP S XlFI't_<>O AND NOP.t.._E'L'>O
$
DIu, Ir'_E IHICq,_D4,)0_,PHIl_4,pHIX4/ $
CALL _A CA._, HATPOOL. _, TTFOOL ....
PHS&, F'HPA • L_MAS. AGO i
LUgI_DISOLTYPIkPP/N(XIItI_OA/G/O . IU. IT_KI
OIL_DRSILP_It_IHFU_IS, 71XlODEIKDA_4_IFJ_SEIFAL_B/FS
S
DBLI_L'_ /PPp+ F_F. PDP. POL, PH7/ $
DIC[.E'£1[ /_,_F,., _ AVOID Ot,'TI_3T "L_CB
PPtt , PSP, POP, L_L. pHIr+ UMP/
SOLTYPIAPP/_/_J_I/O. IO./o,/o
$
II_l_IF $ MOT (NOPH_]
1
PN UIF_/I*PIUIS*IIIIS.H, NOUHP $




ZF I _IOPIO'&.-1 ) _
|_0 L'VX t_tfI*IUIG*SlAL_Ays $
l_l IP ( NOPHSA.-1 } _ $
E_J_VX LQ_I_I_FIALW&YS $
IL_II S
S IXTRACT FLUID _ STR_RE SOLUTIO_
pAR'I_q _ , , VPltTS IrJy_$, Lsf_P , , I1 $
$
IF NOPHSA)-I ) CALL VC4tI.
CASKS, BQDY'N, u_r_, UM_S, POL+_rC_i_ r , PI;DL, DrP. / /
l
zl _ NOPI_A_-L I CALl.. VI_ql,
APPISOLTYPt_*CNIS,PFI_EI'XSI_ 'I_IOD_/_AL,gB$
IF Pi } DDdU4¢.-I S
IF D_UCN>=O I APPI • 'NN_BIG ' S
$
DI_I_B II_LI,PPFI.UL_,Pi_I.UI_I $ AVOZD OUI"FU_ "rdZCI
CALL NK)DACC CJ_I_.FOL,UHP, PPp, p_I_,pSp,pX_H.
UilrTD. CX2DO, CI)3DD, C)_D, _,_, _NI
P_-I, PPI_, ULI_. PIPI, LIHJPI /
APPIAPPZI_OUII_ODACCIBOI,_I1P/pA_S|/.NO , $
S CCS_U'LM PLUID _ PARTZCIPATZ_II pOIt AL_, _AII_IJI_CII_
PAJUU_. PO_I I'TI_An, I_' Iltl,N,NOpJ_ $
• _kp Z_ _N _0S3 IN_UQ) - PLUZD N_)A_'I
S COICPVT_ &'YRUC'I_PAL NOOAL PARTZCZPATZO_ _ A_L PI_BS
IP ( IT_UCI_0 OR .Sql_I_BQ ) STAUClt_._O_p3Q $
IF ( ST_UCTNP_0 ] KIWS,t,G_ It
' D_AP IIfON_ON _A_E _OS3 I_1_1 * S'_RUC'_IU_ AND N'I
• NODAL PA_TICIPATZO_ Xi _ FO_'I_I" PltJ_UDICZKS. " I
$
IF ( irt'R_0 OR F'LUZD_P',.O OR PANIIIJ_O ) THRN $
$ CONPUTB NODAL PARTICZPATZON IF
$
pAJUU_. CJ_m;II'DTZ'I-LI16111N,N, yE_ $
ZP I MOO_:.-I } NATNOD Ir_Xl_,USET.in_,CASlr_,,I
OG. IITIIIlS.N.Y_O0_ $
I_vx V_.i/OA/NO00 l
_ ( _-_ l "r_m $
UPAR_I uIrt, OGlOA,, ,l'G'l'&'l'8'll $
PARI_I OA. ,VAPil, OAp.,/1 S




XF ( 14OPlfl_A mo 1 ) '_ll_ $
|_J :L'VX URIP 1 / tI.IPS / kLVCa.y$ $
IIJ| ZF ( NOPl_Am-I ) THIN S
|_ZVX _I/UHPP/AL_Yg $
I1.1;I $
$ |x'r_AcT FLUID _ S_UCTUR3 SO_UT£ONS
pAI_N UIJ_l, ,VPKPII/UHrSLUNPqP,,/1 $
INDZF S
$
lIP ( STRUL'_O ) NOOAC¢ CA.SIS,P(X,,UNP,,_I_',;POLX, UflFX,,I_W2,/Api_ $
_F | _*-1 AND ST_UCIICP>0 ) 2148_ $
| PJ_ZDU_L HOD_ AP_ A LL FLUID NOOI_
I_JZVX ICIW I KIq_/AU,_&Y_ $
I_UZVX ILIgl IB_/AU_¥S $
I_1Z_'X PH71 / PT_/AL_YE S
$ IIJ_D(_L NODI_ A_J BO_ FLUID AND STRUC_U_ _ES
ZF [ _0 ) _ S DO TIIZg ONCII OILILY Zr RI_LW_'I_D
pA,R_ I_,VPHFIL 1, AN,. _ $ I[x'rPACT CI_PLL*_ _ FL,UZD M,A_S
pA_I_ I0tII,VI_PS,/,.,KFI_I S BXT_C_ FbUZD STZPr_S
p_N /_ll,VPHF_.l,,,&rlg4 $ IIXTII_CT PLM£D DAN_ZN_
PAJU_ P_I..VPHPSI,PFtlF,,I1 $ RX_T P_JZD b(;gtD_
ZF ( P_E_>-I AND )(]PW]q,G_O ) TI(BN S
G_ ICTS. BGPD_S, IIQI[X 33_, _e_, _XLS/
Z PA._q L- 1 $
AC_G KF_S_T, _GpDTS, CST_S. S ! LS. _. M3_4ST. _RTA_ /
A_ILL_IL"_/)(_qPLG/Nt_(PANIg, N. JPA,N_i/IP_','I[LIMAT'CH S
S _ AU NAT_X IS NEGATED _ELO_. BY 2ND PAkAMET[R OF S)_'YAD
PAATN &JSJ[A, V&FS. /., A_ESp.
SI_YAD PI_AI,AMSP,FflSA,,./ABBHXI3/-III/lll S
IP ( L31ODIS_0 AND L_ODES<MS|IG ) _ S
I,)IDDII X. _11 II IG - 1,1¢o DI! S $
KI4TGKN .IL_ODI[SI6/NSKIGILMODI_/L_DI[X _.





BI*_ZP S PA_BL_*I AND NR_FLG_0
B_DIP S
I_-l S
DO MlZbll ( I_UI_=rLUIIX_ ) S
NATNDD UI_P ..... IUHFPI, /IlIPRI_ $ IXTI_CT A CO_U_I {P_I_b'-I_CY)
P_ FOLII/'DTZ'IOIIT_QX/S,_.OPNZQ $
HAT_OD U_PPZ ..... /_r_VD./_| $ D_AOOHA_IZ1 COLU)m
XP_AD P_AI.U_PFD, /TKPP $ _UID _OOA_ PARTICZP&TIO_
• F_ZD )IODA_ PA_TZCIPATION PAC"DDP._ pOR FI_E_I_*Ye'IOFRE_I
• I;HOqN B_ IN _UI PLNOOPP' |
$ IP NsmD_D. R_PAND _O A-SI_I SO THAT NATG_R _B_DI_TAH_
I_J r_x _lP_lPtJ_DPPl_OSA_rr S
NA_PR GPI_. t_lrl'. SIl_. PLNODPIVI / 'H ' I • A ' $
IFI_IQ=I MU_* 1 S
I]4DOO $ I_=let, UZDl_.
I
1_.1 S
XATNDD PP'BF ..... IP_rI. IZIIFP_Q $ |ETRACT & CO_U_ OF' LOAD
irll_Xezpil_.2 $ $11" UP FOII+TI_ TO I*IIII_IE¢Cy _IST
pAPJ4_ PO_111'[_'I'IOIZ_P.EQXI_,N. OIV_I_ $ IX'[llACT IIq_T P_II_UII_C*t
_ATNDD UI_SI ..... IU'_SD. 128 $ DZ_OO_J_IZI CO_U)_
J_YAD AB,_D./AX $ IIOOAX, COUPLZ_G X D_AGO_L COLU)04
. **
G_I_'A2"(:_O_[*X ( * ( I _ • "PI ( 1 ) "Oe'NIO) * * 2 ) ) S
I¢I£11GJ4*¢3_P_X (0 ,, (2. "PI(IJ *O_Q) ) $
DICOKP ?._XIZ;_L,Z2UIIIIIIII*H,$ZY_G $ D_O_OSI _X
IP ( _G_G>-I ) TtWN S IF Z2I Zl _ I_R 21a_N PhC_lIO
$
S COVJR)_ _T_UC'FJPAL P_CIP&TIO_
$
FOR PAI_q_Y*' I
O1_)01" illONN IlLO_ IN XA_X _*"tlqOOi_" {
I_l I_Z.*I_U,AIlXS_B_ S gO_Vll PO_ pAJITZAL PA_FICII_TZ_4
MGA3=*_ S Ct_h'EWr OI_GA''_ &IOVI ?0 P(_L'Z%l
liDOS PI_A_ .... IW'41_FAIOI(I_43 | Ol_C,A*'a X PL,UXD m:)DIW
N_YA_ _2_A. UX_.ID_P $ ST_U_TUP_*_ _ PkW_ZCIP&TZO_
11 I' NSiD, I_D _O A-i_l iO THAT NATG_R UND_AND_
CO_A1 pNHI_ PA_ZCIPATZON
19 ( N_PI*IPI*G•O AND P_>- 1 ) _ $
DO b_ZL_ ( IPA_E_ ) $
FS_ Z2b. Z2U.A1P/X_p $
X_YAD W2PI_&,X_¢_7+/_ $ PAGET. NOOA_ PAJ_CZPAT_C_
$ IF NI_DED. RX_D TO &'£IZI _O T_AT NATG_R _NDI_'TA_D_
N]_G_ /1" D(_P I_FOP.H_TION XlS_4GE 9054 (_I_FMQI o'/
' PA_IL NODAL PJ4_TZCIPkTIO_ FACTOI_ p_ PANI_ • "/
PA_AN_/' AT P_I[NCY -'/OFRB0/" INO_N BE2,(_ IN'/
• NATP_X'/" FT_J¢OD_P" $
NATGPR GF2._.I_I_,SI[.S.P_._¢ODppI/'H'/'&" $
IP_L* IP_L+ 1 $
END[X) S IP_.N_AN
$
$ C_(]_'_ LOAD P_TZ¢IPATION
$
• LOAD NOON. P_CIP&TION PACTOkg FOR FRE_JI_'¢'Y*'IOFI_g/
' S_ BI_._ IN )¢AT;_X LD_OOPP' $
P_ _2L.Z2U,P_eI/)D_P $ GB_ _ ImDZATE VECTOR
$ IP NEIDED. _X_D TO A-_IZB SO TKAT KATG_R _qDI_'_D_
$ PP.Z_T _¢_DPr ZN IX'T_P._L OP.D_
)¢_TC*_R GP*._._I_T.SIL_+L[_,JODPFII'H'/+A , $
I_DIF $ S._G>-I




CALl, SI._KII) C_C. ,t_P.POL2.1_PI.PSP1. ,_LI.UIt_L,I_T,
$ CIIX .CASS_KI.Q_
PCD_, XYC_)B, PO_lX:]:_B, /MUGNI.
UPF, QPF, CA._EDA, XYCD_DR, PUG,,,
O_PPL OPPFL OQPFL O_1. O_SI. OPEE2,,
o(.rlp p 2. OPPP2. O_PP2. OPEF2, OFKS2, C_![112, ,
...... /
$ ICYCL IC INLHEAT I&KRO
&PPIAPPI/ASOf_Y/PALSI IFAI._I IFAI ClIOIfSI
S , P P I LJ_ I £ , CA RDI40101P A L_ B I kHSTPJt ZM I I_741L)tOOIU;
IP I _AXlTBR . -11 _N $
ADD N_GNI,/ZUZR13/(1.0.0.0) $
I_1 IF ( KNT • -1 ) _ $
CONST1 =C>LPbX I BlrrA. 0.0)




N.I_._AGII I/' ZTBPaTZC_ NO. ( - 1 * 1 £n_ I " * I_*r_l" )D_O_= " IXNO_ S
norm nUg_L lmU,Mt_r_l l ll,n. mu_r*2J*LX $
illl/igl //*l_llXu "/iug_lA X $
Z4. (UGN D(AX- NUG_IXAX)/h't,G_ZMRX
IF ( AIM;( Z4 ) < ABSNO_ ) _r_.X_XZ_BR*Z $
I_J;._J, GI / I'AJ_OLUTE _OfO( .'17.4 $
COH_Z=C_P_X(B_A, 0.0) $
CON.rr2 -CM]PLJ( ( 1.0 - Brz'A. 0.0 ) $
ADO k'UGa_,ZU?.RI417,LrZPJ,31CON_lI_2 *v
BI_ID Ip $




_bvie_ lel_l.eetn_ (whex* 1_1_1) $
I_DDO $
NI.OOPuO $ Sl_ _A_LIFZn Fo_ p_'_ _ DATA ItJlCOVlilty
OUTPUt2 .... 11-1112/bA_b*PD_lJ_l_ $
IDa2 CASBD_, CSTHS. , . IQIX_, ,. POL2, BG PD'_,.. IIIGNZ.. I
OUTPUT2 OUGV1PATI/OII_ $
O_rF_T2 .... II-9112 S
Zl _ I DYII_B_ 'YlLl' ) T_WI4 $
l_I UPff lUFfD_IDD_ $
_q_IX IU_FD_ .... I DDFJM
11' ( DDRm>-X ) _ $
D_r_ I_L1.P_X,P£FI._I, $ A_ _ _
U_ITD ..... I
_1. IRP1_I, ULJM3_. P_71. _Pl/
CALL £UPER3 C_C.. UI._D_. !'O1,1, _P1. _1, ,




I_JerSYi(l,109l I rORCII IIXlCUTZON 014 RESTk_T
CALl, D1flq$1N UPY_ 0P1PD_ _ IIPI_ _ rCT DZT NPTS G_EC_ CA_m_
CLONE |_XZ_; _OL1 I_PDTS F_PI VI_IN ID_ _ IZI_
KD[C_, K_UR, U_r_D, GND, GOD. PKDK, RK_, _1_. MM,,
A3
A4
Appendix B Additional User Defined Parameters
PARAMETER DEFAULT DESCRIPTION
NAME
ABSNORM 0.05 Absolute no rlrl
BETA 0.5 Specilies control factor for converge enhancement.
Ranges from 0.0 to 1.(I
KNT -1 Sets iteration counter
LGDISP -1 Selects large displacement effects
LMODES 1 Requests the nt, mbcr of modes (uses with EIGRL
card selection)
MAXITER 5 Requests the maximum number of iterations
MAXNORM 1.0E-3 Delincs converged r,ns displacement norm
RMSTRAIN -1 Requests tile rms strains
XNORM 1.()E-3 Sets norm of rms displacements
B1

Appendix C SUBDMAP SEDRCVR
iflJBf_AP 811OIqC_1 UG_S._I. IbGPDTS.I_|XZNB,CSTt48,CANB_IL)(P55J,DZT,
BTT. O4_1, PJ_. ItfrF, XYCDBDR. GSCl_8, G1_04_8, Iq_FcDB,
I_TS. _, IIPT8, _ ZIJ, _I4DTA, KIU.J4. KDZCT, GPBCT. Vllr.BN,
, XYCDIo I_. PCDB[_. USItT. 6LT oUHVlr , OliN. PGD. _,T,
fiN,, £P81_. DY3_J4Z_-J, ¢IU(. _|, 0411q4LXX, OKSNL_(X /
NU_IZ, PU_,
_GVl, QFGI. _G1. ql PlX. QIW IX. QETR1. _ 1.
QIB 214, Qme2G, _'_Fll lX, _TI2G. It4_r_. ItGPS:P, QNI_YI. QGPP ILL I




NIJIIllA T I KIII£OI ZCYCLZ C I ffS/ _ I I*OADU / POB'I'U I
DI)CDZJ_IDBC1P_)G/POJ_ICTIDS_G_kl_I
OUNZT21OTAIql 21OqG I OUO I OI_ I O I_ t OII I OCI_ I O_P_ I
OIW EI OUM_ I OGPff lOUOCO_D I D_S Z_l f_I RN_AZN l l rTA I
L_3DSS S
$
TYPI DI I_pDp,KOE_I,0EFI.OIP_X.G_N,OIF2Y. (_St,
OIWIG. OIW 1X. OII_LX. OIWIX1, OEl3, OIS2Y. (:GpI_L,
0_1.0GS3. ONI_GY1,OP_,Ot_2, _GI, 0_G2.
O_G2Y, OITlll . (:l'llllG. _l.q. Orrlt3 . 0r_2Y. 0UGVl.
OU_.O(J_3Y,I_I,QIFI,SZP S b"Cl_'l_4
TYPS DB GIKX421,PTI_JD4.1rJJ S PG4q _'Fw0 o DIK_
TYP8 Dll P_¢ S CYCL,Z¢ r_TZC_ - ro_ GPPDR
TYPE PAN4. ,Z.N,C_,TCYCI, ZC, G_CICJ. LOADU,PO_ $
TYIPII pI4JU(..Z.y.I_CI_ZJt.G. IU4rFRA:[ll $
TY1PII pJU_o.CI_AI.N.I_'IPRO_ S
TYPE PAI_, ,CKIk_J,y,_41COVI_T. NFCY.&COiTTt'PBAX' $
TYPE pAPJ(..U,Y,PIUgPDI_L. S
p/4AI(.k_I_,T.N,ACOU_[C $ ACO_BTZC IL*EI_I_ PY.AG - sr_ _N SSPUP2
"_IPI p/4J_,NDDL, Z.N. DOCP&_I_ $ D(J)O_ P_I[A '1"O PAJI$ _LU4[,Z_IIUtJI
TYPII DII._IL_.I_zc'r.I.N_ $ FOR pOk"P**_l
S L(X:AL pAJU4111_lJ
•rllpII p_J_..1P.N.I_ZL.I.J;IZD. C_II.D_O. IUI_OI_.N_.NO_OLrl%*t._TE_ $
TY1PI p_N4..CI4U_III.N.J_P.AIqPI.J¢IPP2 S
TYIPI PAIU4, , _ZCAI., N. _RT2, _AT_[ CS, _lt, HLJIIL4T. STATNN. ABt_. rE S
$ U_IR pkNUmTII.8
TYPE pAJU4, .Z,y. PO_T.GRDp_T,NOSLOF.N¢_LOP, CVI_Vlt_OS",SIAN. SIA_.I_TIt_ S
TY1PI PAIU4, .Z.y. CUI_.HUINOUFI.14JlIXII_.IIUN(X_.J;WlrOf'I'.I;IrI"I_TYP $
_rlP! pAMI, .I_,y,NoNGGSTlt.£1,gIN,£1G,0UTOI_.OG.ND/TPTS,DOPT. PD_)Q_G $
TYPE pARN. .Z.y. IWPltZ_F. TASZD S
TYPE PA_q. ,U.Y,I)ZGIRL,IIZGIU_.II][C_IR.TI_rY, TAB_ $
S UglIR P_ AFIP_ZID 1X) AIJ. il A.qlD IUWOI.VIID IN SUPERI
TYPII pA_4. ,][.N.][_IUt_, S
S USER P_ PJ_C4,VIlD ZH SUPER$
TYPi pAJ_N..Z.ll.SC]_pI_.I_PIICTRA.HOC_¢];S S
TY]PlJ PA*_..CI,N,AJ_KA*(2.0.0.0) $
PAIOE.. CS, N. AI_I4ALs [ 1,0, 0. O) S
TYP'I PA_I4, .U,N.IU_DI£1.rlU_I $
I"_PI PAlm, ,U.t¢._l.Z_.ZS S
TYIPE pAJU4,,U,y. IIITA S
T_IPI pAJU4, .Z,y,_2,LJ4ODKE.I[ S
*******************************************************************
$
S _ OOTPUT2 _64P ZNr_UCTTOI48 ZN TI(ZII $_ 14UWl IJSEH SUPI_._ID
$ All & CCX;RTI_Y TO PDAIPATN_ _ SDI_IZ-IIJU; U£II_S _ Q_I[I_'][_
$ A.S TO HOW ZT ZI_It_'AClli WZ'_4 TI41 PA_ OR Z-DIVJ pIIIDG_4N SHOULD
$ 14 DZItiI_FIID TO:
$
$ pATIU_ _'lNi CCm'L*A¢_: Z-DIU_ U41lllS C¢l#1_cr_
$ ..........................................
$ 397S IU_4Z_* AVll. 2000 IUUSTNN_ D_.
$ CQr'J_ I_KA. CA 112(,;1(* NZ_POIQD, 01 4SZS0
$
$ p_Ud¢.POST.-I, _ _ AP'PIIOpXAT'It P:L'I,I_
$ _ PI_IPA_A_ NAI:PAT pIIIOGSJ_ VlSlIZ_ 3.0.
$
$ PAIU414.1_T,'2. Q(FrlqT_ TN_ APP/IOPI[A'_i_ PZl..ll_ FOit
I
TYlql PJ4JOI, ,C_II.y,O_.OI_.OI_,OS_.O_II.IX'II_,_PII.OI_i $
TY1PI PJIJUl, .CIIAIUII.y.ouIIJ.OGPIP.OU_COItO I
TYIql PAlm..Z.y.0¢INZ'_'2.014AXlt $
TYPI PAlm. ,Z,H.OT/d_ S
pn.B llll_lP,l_VI. _ $
*******************************************************************
IM_TIC_u(APP_'IrrATZ¢8' OIt APP*'M.JT' OR
IJ4PPe'CYC' Jd_D ApPI.'rI_TZCi' I) $
$
pAlU_. JIZl_ll l "_%lkZbl_4 '1311.1L LrimlT_ $
ZP ( NOTI_I_TZCi OB Iq*qlAT) J4ND (NglL_*6)<_,UEIr_) _ S






IJilq_,'lliZG • _ APPIc_.*Im'LL "1) _ $
• Irl, CPCOCI" $
'll, C:l_l_'l" l'll" I
• Dg IIIPI,A¢II ' I ' N_I'PI • I
ZP ( AIPP,'k'tAI"¢CS ' A_O N(71"(NL_IAT) ) VlClq.Ol'.
N1. ISG&I_P. I_IX:I3N_. Ck'TNI. C_._l_lll. I PJ|110 IS I ' NJ4XZ)(IJIN" I
+APPL1[SD" / ' [.OA_; ' $
$




NATNDD (_VS ..... /?.UZJ_18+I1/1 $
DILrPII /?.U?J_II.ZU?._20... $
¢S,0.0 $
$ |X31_CT _ l¢-Tli NO011 (CI:_,]'I_LLIID I_¥ vAItZ.IJ_.ll Zl
$ I;O VII CMI 1_4VII THI _;WPI[RATI _ VAI.UI_ pol_ IACN I(_OII
$ TOTAL _ DZIPLJ4CID(II_ Zi; ZN ?.S
DO MIZLI (Z<,IJIODE$) $
)lrl_i.4G8 /I'_"AZ£ 1[i; NOOll I '/z $
pAN4XL UGV£//o'rlI_II.IG_'/2/g.N.I_C(X.S _ NO_O[.S'S ZN UGVS
llelollg_ /I'UNODI_* • I_]rI:)DIIS/ 'rio. of coL_lr_. 'INOCO(.I; _;
I_'[GII_ . /C/1/_ObS $
NATHOD C ..... /CI.I_/Z $
NA2GI.q . /AI? /1/I_OCOLJ; $
NA_40D & ..... /B./12/S.I¢.NULL._;/V. Y.NII(sL $
ADD B.¢ltD/(I.0+O.O)/I-L.O.O.O) $
NATHOD _"vl; ..... /UGVl;XYZ. I1/_ $
UGVlI_XYI .... D. / UG_rSX/1 $
d*le_e /U_WU .... $
• q_l_.vx _rvsx/_gvl/,t l_lys
$
Sl:It2 CAgRDR. cs'rI_;. )(1_'S. D_T. 8QIIXTN8.. E1"1".O[.I)1. BGPD_.
PJ 1. _G&. UGV$. gs'r . X_'CDBDR/
OPG1. O_GI. 0UGV1. OES?.. O8t_1. IPUGV/APP 1/S. N. _OlVt'2 I
NOCOHPE / / / / / ACOUT / PUYDll $ $0_'1. OL_I_DS . SPCPORCIW .
$ H_COHgS//&OEXff/PU_DIS _ SOWI_ OI.OAD_. SPCR)I¢IS.
$ DZ_PLJ_m(E_rrS. 1LI)m1#T STIUm_U _ P(_CIS+ PLOT VlC'mAS
SDIt2 CASlDR. CSTHS. )_'rs. DI"T. IOlxzl_.. _. OLiSl. I_4PDP.
pj 1. _:_1;. UGVli. IIk"r .
/...ol_ntl../
App1/S.N.I_O_T_213/////I_COUT;pF-I_D8 _ gOl_T1 IILiIl_ler _FIU_ZI4S
$ APP1/S.N._K_TR2/3//A_r?/PItlI?DB _; I;C:_'L'I ILJItWI_ _I_.ZI_
ZI* I &l_-+rltl_ AILs;P" _ NOT(AIIRO) _ ACO_S'_C>(J ) _;Dl_2.
CASI_It. CSTt_. KPTI_.. I_EXIm;... olJ_l. I_PDP... L_V_;. lIST. /
• .OUGIP... /
APP/I/ACOU_rZCI/I/&COUT/IPP_rDIS _; SOl('rl .I.COU_TZC pltlSSUItl OUTPUT
$ ApP/IIACO_S_rIC/ACOUT/PlU_DIS : SORT1 &COUS'rIC pU£SUI_ o(ffll_r
ill_l 1_x OfGL/_PG1/AI._mYS $
IIQU 1_X OUG_L/_(JGV ]. //U.l_ys S
|QUI_IX OI;_ltllgk'l"Al/_14_YS $
$
ZP ( N]Ep,'yIS' kl_ _;TAT_CS ) _ $
&_)S Nl._q;.. . /t_ S
_AD I{J.I . I._VS. P_/_I/ / /- I $
I;IX_ CJUIIDIt. C$1_1_. XPTJ;. DIT. l_BXI)i.. _. OIJIL. _.
+0_GN .... / ApPI/I;. N. NP/_O_OM1_ $
_I_IL4GI I1' '/
' XUI. TZ POZNT I_ORCI8 OP "/
'CONS TAA INT" $
op? 0_e._ / $
melP $
$
$ OLD DI_*P -* :[1_ PZXI_II • 0 _ _OAII P_GV??
$ II_;_r PlJG_ WZLi. pU_,L PATN TO PUGV_ WFnl PATH SIGEON
$
Zl_ ( P_T_0 AND O(;G*'YILS' ) TH]_ $




GIr_YB(NH, S6)c_O ) SDR3.
p_ ,_Gg. UGh. I_r . XYCDODR/
• .TOUGVL...INP1PIIB.N.IIOIOR'L'2111OCOV_'I S
$
ZP I IPOI_O kl_ OUG*'YI_' ) TI(_$
ZP I I_l_-*;I AND STATICS _ID NO?(J_ltO) kl4D
GrrSYSl_,$6],c_0 ) TNEH $
IIJ_l ZP ( OUr,COIID-+IIN;ZC ' ) _ $
VIICPL(TF UGVI_. IIGPOP./_Ix'rN_, CB5'I_, CA,_DL/UG_F,J)//01Z S
zp ( m-L ) 214m4 S
Ill,t,1 CNIIDIII. Cb'TNI... IIQIX]3ti... 01.11. IGPDT_... I/Grill.. I
• .or,.IGV1PAT.., IA.IPP1 $
1.* _ OUG_PATIIOTAP_/OUNZT21/(]K_ g
III.SR ZF ( l_rL'.o2 I _ $
21_ ( AI_I.'UZG' ) _ $
I1_11;I CJUII_II. Cl'l"l_... IKIIXDI.,. 01.111. IIOPD_I;... UOVIi..I
• , IIOI_ZG.. , IAgrl S
irlJ| s
Icit2 c Jt.ll_lll. c_.111_.., i_x _... o1.11. Bo_... uG_ll_.. I
+ .IIOUGVl... IAIpII_I, {
l** OUTPIJ'I_ IKX)G_II IOTAPlr21OUNZT211OMAXR $
IBIDZ:F $
II,ll $









Zr ( ((S"I_<_ _ H<ff(AERO} ) OR NLFI_T)
8]_UfL" 81r_._BT .UGVS.OB_I.$L._'_8_ .DIT._8.DLT./XO&PI/
TkBSI 0 $
I_'X H(_IFI IOUl/&LWAYB $
B_ZVX NOIIFI IQBT L/&L6_J_Y$ $
I)al)xr $
$




_F ( JF_'_0 _ OBR_I_ _ _ _ $
II16_II$
01_ IX _OIW IX _£ _N_ _)_5 _ $
IIL_8 _F I &PIP_._I_B_ _ _ _qN $
I_>_L _ $
B)_)_ $ _F_P_'I_ "_ _ _ll_Dm0
S
(A&I_'U_G' _) &PPI_'ML.I'I OR APP,"I_RJ_NIq_P '] ) 'i_IDl $
XIP ( NOF'_T • -i I _ $ $ _I_D P_N_ _L'I_J_ _I_'_)N;
I_IDIF $ G_D _'L _ _'_AI_ _i_)U
P_J@O. ODLXlI'PPJWB_'/IIIS. N._I $
$






ZP ( _P1, 'I_U_ZO • OR
I _3 ou_Yt 001a_|.o_|. 01[p)._.01W IX. 0_J_R |I
s_3 0UGIP ..... IOUG2P ..... $
Z_ ( 6_'_I_x OR APIPI_NIZG ' OR
ZF ( AI_PLs'R|X_ • ) _ $
NZI _ $
EQU _,'X OE_2¥1OEP21At.WAY$ $
DDi_J_H C_SEDR, UHVF, OLBH.. ,O_'_1_2, ,XYC_I_R/, ._t2y. ,113 $
II_JZVX O_TR2 y/C_R2/&[_dAy_ $
$
BQUZVX OF_ / QF_2 / Al,t,_,¥$ _;
|QUZVX OOG_I_2/A_t_y$ $
UQ_J:_VX OOGV2/OO_V21JU._¥S $
B0U Z'VX OBP21QEP21kl.t_AYS $
$
OFF' 00_,'2, OL=G2. O_G_. Ol_P2, OE_, O81'A;t / t_. _. C'A FJ:_iO $
OFP OG_S_ ,OBDS_. OUG_FI /S,N, CkN)NO $
$
Xr ( _TA'_N_I OR APP.'I_B_G * OR
(APF_"C_ANUl;p' kl_ _t'IHLHEA'rI_ ) OFp OGI_2//S.N. CJ_._._O S
X_N XYC_BD_,OPG2 , 0_2. 0UGV2 , 0E_2. 011_2 /XYpT.T_/App / , psr2, /
_,H.PPZL_/S.N_CART,_O/S,N, NOXYp $
Z_' ( NOXYP _-0 ) XYIP_I' XY1PI,I_//
$
$ SI(]:P Zr N_ll.]:lu_ _I4AI.¥_;ZS
klICOP.D=O $ ZNZT;_k_ZT, III
DO _'lI_,E ( P.J_CO_>-I I $
I_p_ PI_,. OUGV2. SPSIL/OX_PI£, N. R_¢ORD
ZP ( IUICOF.D>.O ) 3101C_1$
ZP I laSp_NT_.0 ) OPP OX_&_PlI_,N, CkRD_O
XY'r RAN X¥CDBDI(, OXF,_p .... /X_P_'_/ ' RSP_C" / ' PSET" /
_. N. PF ZLB / _. t_. CAI_DNO/_, _. NOX_PI,T/'CAJ_ ZI) $
_ ( NOXY_I,'C_I0 ) XYPI,O't' XYPL'DS_I/
END_I _
$
EI.BII Zr ( _.PP • 'rl_lQNIJ;p ° ) _ e RsPl_t'l_=*.o
DPD I)YI_UO(_S, GPt,£. STL,_, U_.. /
XG1P_,.X,__, X13S_I", , , _.PSDL ..... X3_DlrN /
ol/DU_2/OIOI_,I4. NOpsDI,/O/OI 0 / 1 / L23 IDUI_L0 $
ZP ( NOpSD[, • -t I THBN
$ Diem /PSb_.U"CO... $
_' I N4SI"gJ_TN • 1 )
$ lacprtJ XYCDBD_,_PSDL.OUGV2,0|P2.CA£EDR I/
PSDF_ J_U'_D/ S , N. NON_II) _.
N_,AGII //'O_TR2109o14o92)1 */NOO_'ll_ $
$ OOTPUI_ .... I/-II_.2/LI_P_I,.pDALAU_.
$ OUTP3"r2 Ob'T_l//0/l:' $
$ Offt'P_T2 .... II-_/L2
|L_II $
_NDON XYCDBDR. I)_:T, KP_L. OUCV2. OPG2. O_. O1_2. OI1_, C&E;|_/
PSDP. ALffO_S. N. _OAAND $
ItND_P $
IF ( NORAHD • -1 ) _1
Xl_AN XY_DBDR, PSDP.AtT?O.., /
XYPI,TI_ /
' _ ' / " Ps r_ " / 8 . N , PFZ L]I / S .N .CJ_RI_d/OI S , N , NOXYpt, T
ZF ¢ NOXYIPI,'g • -1 ) XYPt,OT XYPI.'Z'I_// $
II_DZP $
II_DZp $ I¢1.SII ZF APP.PNIQ_JI_p
$
_F ( PO_I".0 I TtlB_ $
DBC OFG_, OUGV2. OICF_. 0_$2. OOG2, GPI.S, RGIPS'_t. |GPSF • GPt)C_,




DK _ ................... II
'oi_*lll/I/ll/llllll/I/I/
- IIDI_A'CKIS .X. CPIAPPII_CY_I, ZCIOBDJNUI_OADUIPO_Z'OI
'OUG'///I/II/I/IIIII///I/




$ _CAI._D £PIIC'tl_ I_I_FO_II NO_ INCI_UDIIID Hm
S
III,,1111$ APPL_'I_I];G ' OR ((Ct_VIPbO'_*-I OR PS) _ _01_21
OPP OUGVI.0PGI.0_GI.01PIX,O_'ILLt/£,N,CARDI#O $
O_P OGD_I , 0ED_ L . OUGI_ I / 8 . N. CAF_ffO $
Tp ( NOT(I_TAT'ZCS OA APP_'UKG '1 I OVIP OII_LX//_,_,CAI_Z_O $
ZF _ $'rATZC8 OR &PP.'IUIZG ' OIt
&PP.'I_U_II_ESp' ) On' O_:IlIS,N,CAJ_D_D $
ZF ( £TA'_ZC_ OR kPP*'l_;_ • ! IRmN $
£DIt ;t C,U BDR. _'t1_. _'I'8, DZ't', JIQIIXXlai_, , BI_', OLIIIL, la_'DP,
. ..OaSLA.. I'_'&TZC8 "/£,_4,NO_/_
$'_O1_ IISLC, IOmelCINUNDUTtlIXGD1 $
_pPP Ol15 lC, OIW Z'['. ,, IIE. N. CM_I_D S
_1_DD O1_1¢ ..... IOWL'A.IC. 113 $





_Ir $ _c(x_s ). 0 _I1_ PLY r/Iu_8
$
I_UIVX Oll2X IOllllXl/I 1 S
ZP I I1_ )e 0 | Irl_4iol_ OIU_IX,ZI_JrJ41OJJIIXlINIJMOIJ_IIIGIIRI
£RT_PYIEI_I_Typ $ ILJD_)_ S'I_UmS SO_TZI_G
Of P OlWlXllIS,N, CAII_ $ $ P_H? II,llll_ i'I2UISSli
$
Pl_ld_, FI{_(I_III'PIUII2_CII'IIIIS,II.HOFOA_II S
]IF ( NCNSGr_It )u 0 AJQ 14(]q_ltL1 )+ 0 ) ItGGk_U£ FORCII.OI_IXI
18, N, PP _L|INCK_G_A $
$
IP ( CUIY )* 0 ) _ S ITRISSI_IIAIN _FON4ATZON TO GP.ZD POINTS
S OIt KkTL COORD SYS_N
$ In IUP24D40 ZN UN ) .S rc4t PNt,ldo'rim IX?[.4_4?XON
Olig ZX. ZOwrl, crrNB, 1JPL_ .SZLS,GP[_IOf._N,O_IGIOU_OP_I
c_t NTm'P_ $
B_J_ OU U41Q_ lXlA_t4_Ys $
lieu I_X OimIGIQN1GIJ_NAYt S
ZP I IIX ). 0 ) _ S
_I"_J)Olff OI_IN'ZND_AIOI_IY_INUND;TTIItZGERI_;RTOP?IBit_'IL "_'YP S
OI_P OB_INII/£,N,CAI0X_O $ P_b't £_'_BS£SS ZH NATl. C(X)RD S¥S
m_lP $
Zr ( IIG ). 0 ) _ S
rlrltSORT Oi_lO. I"NDT&I(_IZG1 INU_U_IBZGIAISR_OP_ISW_BL_YP S





ZP | I_AI4 >_ 0 ) OIrP OI'_NIIJ_.N,CAAD_O $ P_TH_ STRA_NG ZN
$
ZF ( 8]JU; )_ 0 ) OF1P Ok'_P.1GIIS.N,_KPJ_HO _ PR_ $_AAZI_ &_
$ GI_D PCZ_ff8
_ZP $ i_UL_/rI'RAZN "rltAJ4_FO_T_ TO GRZD PO_ OR NA_ C(X)R_ SY
$
PARJU_ XY_DII I ' PAIU;I_I_E "I I I I IL N. _IOXYC_ S
IiP( NG0rYc_O _.. 0 I 'flml4 $
CUAV_r |_XZNG,BGPtY_.OL&I,XYC_.OPGLO_G1,O(_-V1.O_SIG. I
OFG_X.O_G2X.(XIG;_X. OU2X. IDOI_ $
XY'L'IU_ XYCDI_&A,OP_2X, O_*2X. (X;G2X. OI_2X. IXIrlq.TSI . _Ir_I . I + PSr_. /
•, N, PFZI_IS, N, _APJ_K)Ii, N, NOXYp S
ZP ( Z*OXYP )_ 0 ) XY'PLOT XYPb'_il $
i_DZP I CURVPLO_
$
Zl e | GPP_lt ) TlalN $ GIt_D POZl_r I_lICI





Zl _ ! APP_'NL_T' ) AIqP2_'rr/4Tzci. $
CUP_II CJ411_ll, UGV$. KILN, _DZC'r, IC_rS, IQIX _, G;PIC_. pGZ, _(_l,
0111{3Y1, OQI_lql _ I API_ t '_Zl/y |
I_J 1%"X Ot_IGY 11 _ JtGY11JU,t_ yJ;; $
I_UIVX OG_FB LI_G_FIL I_NRYI $
1
OU_Rrt2 OGPF_LIIO_KPE]IC_HZ_211OK_XA S
O'_PI2 • 0 S
I_DIF $




IP ( PI_I_*_ AND OUNU*'yI_' AND &P_'UIG' I _ S
O_Y2.0GP_31APPII_)rt S
DI_ZlI_ IU.AN4_J41_ (1411]UI WZ/,DC,_J_D_TllUI) S
O(IrlF_r_ Y4aU_._lrJItOTAPI_IQU_I[T211_ $
Irp ( NOOL.Op _. O Oet NOBLOP _e 0 ) ,L_I_ S
IIl_fl_t OGPIPII. G_qK't , crlt_, I;II_, (]Pt.I;. Ik;PDI_ IOl1_1. GIII_ 1 i
NOOLOPINOILOP |
l_IP I l_i)4_ ALIGN_ GAID POIN_ PO_C3
ll_I_ $ GRID POZHT
BlIO_ $ rrA_ZC_ OR APPe'/_IG
$
IF ( P_I_0 ) _ S
OPGL OU_/I. O_P IX, OEJBl X. O_GI. GPIJ;. 1GIP$'_I, IIG_J;le. Gpo_p. m DC_',
O0_QY 1, OG_IPllL ........ II
"_' l 'OUG" I "(_i_" I 'Oil' I 'O_G" l 'GI_' I 'GII_ ' I '_'Vp' I
"081"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
DI_DZAGIDIIC'Pr#_x;IDI_r3_bR4"rI_I_,Z*L'I[_ $
DK 01_; 1C ................... /I
+OESC'IIIIIIIIIIIIilIIIIII
" 21D_CT_A_H l i , N . CP t &PP L I ZCYCLI C I G U_dU I _OdU)U I pO_J I
DBC DIAG I DBCPf#DG I _I)C O_b_ I [_.I; Z'rI_





I_DZ_ $ AI_PL_'m_IZG ' OR (CURVP_O?.-I kIND GO_L_)
S
I[_Jrm I p_[ll"t_L'lllOll,n,ml_ll
lellmge I/'mw3LiL= '/ri_l_LLIl/"ZS. '/t,S $
p_=ail p_d_/ l ",k" L "/L/S/ /:,n.no_n,o
se_*_'e 11"_5. 'lnodono $
le_OI_O=HODI_O/10 $
CON1,NODENO'6 - ) S
norm U_V_XYZ lUGVSNOPM/ I I I. n. _I_mX $
p4_ll uf_tmoml /'dmL ' /llCQNl/l,n,r_|is $
m_n_Oe II'nodJr_ cob1 nod_dLl.'ln_<_z_otco_ll_o_4K_La S
Z_ ( N(X)IIDI$.0.000 ) THIN $
N_SA_ I1" FATAL _t, GI FRC_ _ NOOZFZID _p'l
• _ GR._D P_INY ' It, tOI)lrlK)l • _ ZERO _ DIS,, ' I




AI.PI_ 1 -(3_LX ( -IPIU_2. O. 0 )
AI.PHA -_l_l,X ( NU;DIS L, 0.0 ) S
Dl_ r_l IF .... S
ADO t_V_O_N, IU2PJ, f_IF I AI,PHA
|QU TVX P/2U2_181&L_Ays
NOAN U_£XIIXN_)DtOI_I I I _,_,_gVZ_X S
Dl_r_l IZ .... $
ADO UCVSX_O_4. _U_R_0 / Z / _pHA
Dl_.lr_ I ?.UZJ_20 .... S
I_Z_X Z/ZU2R2Q/AL_&yS S
l_X ZU_RI S/UGVS/_ys
_DO0 S :_.tJ_OGU S
S A_DISL._S S
• WZ_11 I'O_N. 0_* "IL, W3DI_I" I(K_I_, S




| equi.vx z_lr201nu_mL/_l_y_ $
$
$
S INFer _A_JX Is _U2R03
$
ADD AI_.ZU2_O31PO_IY_iI(.S.O.|II.S.O.) _ _ NIGATIVI_
HATNDD _ITZ_I ..... I_X. l? S HAXZ_JN Vl_J._l_
A_ &w=,_U2_03/_BGATTVI/I.S,0JI(o mS,O,) S PJDIOVI I*OSZTZYEB
NATNOD N_I ..... IN'N, I? S N_N_4UN
nora NZ_Nlou_ Lnl l ll.n. locll_ S
ADO 7,U_R0], IZU?Jk041(-1.0,0.0) S
B_| S
KI_ ZUIP_3, I?,U_J_941(*Z.0.O.0) $
$
Dm.lrll 1lr_zJZ04 .... S
DOnl _l_,lllllDJ_ll4_tlll,n,_Jl_ll $
_SAO_ II'_AII NA_ _ DIS. IS '/NAXIJIS $
$
PJU_A_I, PCDIDalI'pIU_SI_ICB' I I I ll.N,Og_l,O_ S IS _ _ OUTI_T(Pt_T_
IP ( OFt_? )_0 I _ $ _ ZZI _ _Je CCI_DUR PLO_r_G
PI_'_G P_XXI IPDIU_G S
IP ( _rLOT _0 ) _ S CItlIAI1 PlOT P_I
PUG_ , [W3G'V , r_llL'_ . O_ I X I PMYrX_ /_ I _ I_JO _P I J_LO_ I . Z l
II, N, pPZI.II
P_ PI, OZ'X_ / IPDM_GG S
l_IP S CNIA'_ PLOT PI_I




Appendix D SUBDMAP SUPER3
BUBDIIAP S_P I]t3 CN;I_S. CA£BUP. _.. OL2. PP 1. PS 1. PP_. OLI. U_. DLT.
CAX. CASBK1. _G. F_R. OEP_XX. O|S_LXX+
PCDB. XYCDB. i_3ETC_ +PO_I/HUGNI.
UG. QG. C_II_(. XYC_DR. PJG. BGPSF. OL_S.
OUG_I. OPG1. C_G1. OGPlX. O_IX. OS_1. OGS1.
OUGV2.OPG2.OQG2.OIP2. OlS2. O_'PA2.OGS2.




DB |Fr +IG-r. G|ON1. GION2. GBOH3. GIC444. D_P. NAFS. 8QKX INS.
F_P8. CJ_I_. SLT. lTr • GOAT. GG_Q. LOO. KO0. LAO+ F¢6. UOX+ GPL8. _ BT.
I; ZLS . I_ . IDT. YS . G.q. PSS . SPg . KS_ . _ . CIq+NO . O(I.N_. C'_PI_. _A. _ .
DYNAMICS. BG_S. CS_. _g. DZ T. reST. G1¢_2S. GI(_G E. BC?G+
|PTS. _l_&. KII3(. KDI_'+GPS_'.VlLIN. PORJI. _ILX. |QIXDIX. II_T'X.
BGPD_X. _| .GBO_4S. PG+ IS'_. 8PSEL. _r_ S
TYP1 DB C+_;UI¢. CA$_X. Rs'rN. G_IO RS. GII_()X. O1_. PJ1 •
U_.ULSl $ SC3_'_
_"L_PI pAN(..I_S._.N_DZS1.BrrA $
TVPI e_Ol. I_)_I.. Z. 14. ':IZD. WPDI_. LOJ_. T_IO"I_. DIVORX. V.I_. sl_ $
_fPl P$._I_.+.N. PIZD._lTH.DYRD. NFLUID._99._.0Op $
T*I+IPI pAJIM. MO[X.. L+OGZ_J4L. _. P_+P $
_1 PARH, .C_RI+N.APP. APP[._JE_I_P,'SUHR_' .C_T[. S
TYPE PAP.N, .LOGZ_L.N.I_Olq.¥.CY_ZC.GPFDR. I_HEAT. AERO.pS+NCIlUWR $
TYPE PAItN.+I.N.HO_I.I_OD_.ItO_Pb. ID4DF_P.0.PFILB.CA_DI+O.h_G.T_rr $
TYPI PN_..I.N.NOt_BT._OASIT.HOOSET.NOCSIT._GSET. MOLSIT. K_X_ET.._ET $
TYPE pNtN..I.N.IIORSI_.I4¢._rP.HO_gI_._SI_.NOA.K_rP+NORC.HCI_'T $
TYP| P_AM.. Z .M. RSPICT_. SCR_PSCX. NOCO_X,-I. DESITIR. |XT_C_I $
S USER PARAJ43"PIR_
_l PJ_N, ND_L, Z. Y. F_G, PON_SG. g R_ff. _gLOP, NOB LOP, S I_G S
TYPE PALM. MDDL. I. Y. CUR_PLOT. CUR_. MOCO)O_. _. _t_4JT2. _tA4Ot_P. L_TkN $
TYPI PARM. K_DL.I.Y.[mTOPT.$mLTYP.HOmGSTR+SL+SIM.SIG._t, TOPT.OG.SLAM $
TYPI P+_IX.I_I..I.y+NIW?P_.I_I'T. IIOIS.I_PBC'PI_.I_PRLI_P.T,M_:C) $
TYPE PARM. _DL. RS. y. TAJ_. BIGC_I. BZGIR2. BZG|R. T _Y $
TFPI pJ_. ND_I.. Z. Y • 61SIP. SCRSp[. IXTRC_ +
$ U+IR p_t_xrPl_ APPLIID TO AL_ St
$ AND /AVID ON DATA _A_B IN P_ASE0
TYPE PARH. _DL. C_AR8 •N. ALT_D. _TST_T S
TYPI pARM. NDDL.I.N. pIXlDD._RIL $
$ _JWlD PRSh/_I211R_
TYPI PARM. MDDL.LOGICAL.N+SKIPSI $
TYPI PA_M._C_+I.N. NOt_ $ pOR P_6_IG
$ D_C AND I_ RILATED PJ_J_rFc_
TYPE PJ_.. l +M. IC_LI¢ $








$ _ O(,'Tl%r_ _p ZMSTRUCTIOPI_ IN THIS ALTER _AV1 BI3_ B_PERBD I_TO
$ _ )&8¢/+ AlP AL_I_ LIIMR¥ AS A COOl'lilY TO P_/PATI_Ah4 +
SDA£1I-_IAS USlP_ _ +U_STIO_ XS TO IlU_ IT t_'ll_lS +IT_ TMIPATllAM OR Z-DEJ_ pRCORAM SMO_LD BI DIItl_TED TO:
$
S P&TSA_ U_ COkTAC_, Z-DEAS UEE_ CClr_r:
l ..........................................
$ PDA KG*¢BIP.I_G St_C
$ :+975 U[_I.tLL AVl. +O00 _ DR.
$ C_TA MI_A. CA 92+2& NZLPO_. OH 6S150
l
$ PA_.POST.-I. O_TPUT8 TKB &FIP_OPIATI[ P_LIW PO_
$ _ p[_/PAT!tA.q NAgPAT pItOGMJ4N VI_J_ION :_.0.
$
P_.P_T.'2. _ T_I APPROPZATI PILIE POS
+[X_CII-DIAS _T& L<X_,DIIR PI_ VIR_I_N ).0.
l
'l_rPl P+, .C_RI.Y.O_,'_I£' .OUGo'YIW'.CIF+'YI[" .OI_*'YI_'.OI/,'YI$' $
TY_PI PASM..CI_RI.Y.O_+'YM'.O_s'YI_'.OIEI,'yM'.+m'yM + $
Tlr_l PJ_.._H_SI.y. CGP_I+'YIUg'._OI_, ' ".O_¢M,' • $
T_PI PXJ_JI, .I.Y.¢U_Z_,I1.Ot_r2,12.ClIkXR S
pJ_t)(, .LN.OTAPI_*O.OUNZTX,-I $
$ DIIIZ(3_I OlWPZXILkTZOI4 AND DTIIAMIC £1_ISZTIVZTY
TYP| PJ_..[.N.IXIOPT l
$
ZP ( APP.'NL_r' ) E_J_VX LJ_]M_II.I_i_X/-_. J6
It I Ix'r_'v)o ) I_vr'k_ltl. 109) $
FORC/I IXIC'J'_GN SO _1 IS NOT gKI]PPID _tt4 _RT IN THE IrVlOIT
THAT k Nl_ l+£. _ 1+ llI_l_ bOCATIlD AI4D NO O'PKIR +1.$ AU NADI.
P AJU_I_ uErFx I / " LIS r+P" I I I I I; . N. IIOI._ I_ I I +A + 16 .N .k_A4_ IT I "_ " I E .N+ IIO_ IT $
PIXIDS>.O ) _ $ ClglCI[ POIt R.S+ SOlUtION VI_'TOR
PJ41U4)_ _'_II'_TUL_L_'IZII;.M,NCIJLIIS+N,NOU_ $
$ _ UO _ lXTI_L TIP +UPElqS_I_I_FS _11Cll DO NOT NCID UI,
IP { M(XJI_-Z J4ND Ir_c_<_l ) p_ _11
"_14AZL_A" ItlB.M,NCIA.IlI.N.)JOU1. $
IP ( NOJL<O ) _ $
J_IJISA<_i I1' _P PAT_ IO_II_GO 9OSI (I_JI_R3) -'I
EXIT $
B_IDIP $
El(DIP $ CI_CR PO_ a.S. SOLUTIO_ vi_1_0k
$
|_UI_X C_S_/_ IX/NOCASBUP $
APP_D CAS&_P. CJ_I_S / C_SiX / 1 $
PkRAI_ CkSI_//'_IlAILIR+II/S.N.Z_S| $
PkRAJ_ CASI_Sl/'TR_ZLC_'/3/g.N.)IkXb $




IP_T-)_X ( IP_T. IPLT1 ) $
NOO_ CASEX//ICAS| / I_B/_X_/ZP_T $
KIP $ NOC_JP_-I
$
DBVZ_ UG_*UG I_Ekl SLID-* M_D WZLDC_1VJ|) $
DBVZ_ P_GF,PUG I_HBkl SLID+' AND WZb_X_[_TRU|I $
DBVI_ QGF,QG I_HEJ_ S|ID+* _O_ WZLDC_D+TRUII $
ZP I DROPP*S I C_-+&LL ' $
• 1_4 C_BX. P_B. |MAP. XYCDB. UGh. I_JGp. _GT/
DRLIST/
APP/'SBXD* I_.N._OD_L/5.N, SEID/S.N.NOUI_IC)t_ $
S SEID --1 TO I_DICAT_ TO S_R FI_ TD(_ I_ LOOP
S
$ IR SO_S 101-15R Tt_M DROPP,0 (_RRU_T)
$ BU_ IV SObS 108. 111. OR 112 IP DYHSEH='YES' _ DROPP,2
$ MID IN S_$ 101. 10_. OR _0S I_ g_qsI_-_ _ D_OPP,4
$ IR sOL 200 _J_l
$ _+ OP?IN.'YIS' _ bROP?._
$ 3. (_£PF_-I AJ_ I<OPTZX_r AND OP_XI"P(6) Ok
$ _0(DESI_ERIoI.NASP_).0 _N D_PPs_
$
$
$ 81_ POI_ RL_ $_PBREI.10(EWPS
SCI_SPI_X-L_I(NOT(APP,+_J_IG + _ $CR._P_),O)) $
$ DBC CCI_'ROL pC_I4rPcIS
D_CO_VX. DBCCO_N $
ICYC_IC =bT_I (CYCLXC) $
IP ( F_T,0 _qO DROP?<_2 ) DBC.
Ck_IX ................... /I+CA_B_C'///I///I//////////I/
- I / _P A _'_ I S . )I . C P / &PP I I ZC _ I. I C / G IOWJ / LOI_U / [_DS'PJ /
IP { P(M;T.-3 _ (CGION+'YgS' OR OGSON, + ') ) GPI.
GIOKI. GIOI(_. /Gi_. gQEXDI .GPI_. CS+I_I. _GPDT .StL. /0/0/0 $
$
C_DDR * 0 $
DO _XL| (EHOOR >s 0) $ SUPI_J_<I_P DATA RICOVSRy _DOp
$
$ XP D_OP_I IS RI_U_rPI_ TWLq
$ DO DATA RlCOVIRy p(_ S.S.+ _ _F NO SUCH RW IXX_r
S|XD-0 $
P|ID+0 $




S . _I . IJCDDA / S . N . S | I D / S . N . PR X D / S . N . SEDk_ I S . M . IlODIl I IIOI; I $
XF ( SBIDx_O _ _ $ SI_ _t_kLIPl_
F_Uh RAL£B $
INDIR S
I_ ( II0Ob*l ) _ $
IP I DROPI_0 I DILm /Ck;I_R. XyCD&DR..,/ $
PVTI. IPSfl"XI $ UI'DATI _ -- _ _ _ ON
Z_S - U_ * rN4ZLY OP / D_P_ACm VIL_PDI_ + G-ST_|
• UL - AI_ r_RUCTURI D_i_AC_i_ VlC_DM - A*SZZ|
DIvlrd _SP, MAPS C _I{lU SlXD-* _J_ _r_LDCMID,_rl ) $
DIV _rd ,
IXTR_I .IX_I_ $
DIV[I_ I_oI0_+P ( k_+alU x+X_:13_ ) $
SIDR I_APX, C).S IX • PCDB. DRLI_'P. XYC_e, _T, I_P_.
MR.IPS_ + UGD, I_IIXIMSD I
APP/SIIDIS, N. NCIUp/S, N * NG_IRT 11 IS. N, NO(X._I
I. N. NIXIE. M. I_YI_I ' _IZD '/_ $
NO_O+-I kl_ _XlDI),0 J_40 £|ID<>0 I _ $
I1" DI4_P I14_O_I_4T_014 _SAGI R012 (_l_PIIt3) -'1
IXZT S
I_OIP $ I_OO*-1 AMD PZXIDI_,O
XP ( SI_D*O I I_JI"V_ Ut, lUI,.SlkLk_yS $
ID_ZP $ I_DIb.*_t
_ZP $ |IJ8 NQODAI3..-1 _ D_P_)I
DL
$1P ( ),IODR>-I
] APP<_'AIZG ' OR FN3TISUEPwX _ NCUPs-ll ) ) THEM $
S
IF (MLqTSTAT_'yI_') IIIQUI_v'X CAJ;EG/C_EDR/AL_,IAYS
$
CALL SBT_ CA_UI/SIXD/PIZD/S,N_P/$.KZGGIS._OG/S,D2C_IS,_G_:I
S, S_C/B, _O_/_, ORPO_JS. TI_(_DIS, P2G/Sr DYP_/S J(ZTH/
S_ MPt, U£D $
IF ( D_OPT_0 ) _ S
DELETi IUG.QG, OI.B_..I $
DI_. ETE t PUG. BGPS p. OeJG'V1,0pG1. O_; 1 / $
D mETE IOEPIX. O|SIX,OSTPA,OGSI,Ot_-V21 $
DELWFR /OPG2.OQG2.01_2. OBS2, Org'R2/ $
DI_. i'_| IOG$2, OWGIN. OEi10. OSTRIM. _TRIG/ S
Dm, B"ZI /BGP6'I'_,_NRGY1,OG_'FB1.. / $
ID,eD TJP S
$
l_) rVX USETI_ETXI- I $
IP I APP_'NLST' AND SIXDm0 ) |Qurvx USETML/t_BTXI.1 $
CALL PWO.ul;r_ uRrrxiI_,NoAGr_IS.NOBSr_IE._aOCSr_iS._X)GSmTIE.NOLSETI
. _Srr l E . IkDORET l _ , NoRs r_ t $ . _C_ £1T I £ , NOT$|TI
$ THIE CAN HAPPI_4 _ PARAM,_XRDB,-1 AR_ R.£. U£ET HA_ NOT
$ IHIEN GBNS_AT_O IN SB_A OPBPATZON
PFtI'PA_J4 1t44101 "Dff_P" I iGUEZ_P $
I_E $ NOUS_T_-X
ZIP ( SLID.()4} ) NL99_0 $ Jul_r_' _U_I.Zp_E IF NOT R.£.
$ PO_ PI_OI_R MPTS I_ _LI_AR TPA/4SZBHT
$
P_ C_J;EDRII'D_'I-11_SiI$,N. SP_FOR $
$ ZP SPCPORCE_ ARE EJECTED "_qIH SPCPOR.-X. OTMUwIs8 O
PAP.JkJ_ CASIDRIt'DTZ'I'II_*I?IIE.N.GWOR $
$ ZP GI_eORC_S ARE RI_IRISTED _ GPPC_-I. O_IR_SI U




IP I APP.'C'fC" M4D APPI.'STATICS • _ THEN S
CYCLIC1 CASRDA, G1tO)OG. GIOM4 S, DZT. I
DE1. Olr_ BR, _3. D_4. D83. CA.'gEEK. BACK/
P_DIP_I'S_7_CS" IPK41PI_IPI_ $
EQ_VX Ck-_KICASB_RI_YS S
RQU Z%'X G I_:_J B_ I G EOI( 3 X / ALWA */S
HI_e*AD FORE, bACK./PR $
R[_E IF ( CYCLIC AND (A_PI'RRIG' OR APP.'PR_R_p') ) THIN e
B_J_VX CA_IBK1/CASI_IAL_YR $
llJel $ APP_'CYC* AND A_PLI'STATICS "
I_U I'_ X GIOR_ S JGECK) X/At.l_ky£ S
BMOIP $ AI_*'CTC' AND A_PI_ 'STATXCE "
$
IF ( APP.'_A.S'I"' _ giZmO I _ $
$ COII_zO_I FOR OLOAD O_ - CRX _8 &CTUALLy C(_(_ IN NLSTATIC
ADD _, P_/DPJI/- 1. $
M_YAD DPJ. CRX./D_X S
ADO PJ'A. DPJX/PJ_//-_.
I_J_X OL2/O_ / _MAy_ $
ELSE l
CALL SIDISp GOAT, GOAQ, LOO, _DO. LU40 ,PO_ ,UOX ,GPLS .USETX, SIL_g ,
P,._, ¢,.RSIDA. L_E, IDT, YS. _, pf.s. KPS. ru;s. QR, CMPHO. OL;I.
_. CJ_I_. PPX. P_ L. NAR. I,_A. XY_Ce0R. CRX.
RACE, PR. _RGI
PIXI_EINO_SI_INO'_I_I|RI_IAPPIAPP1/NOOSWT/SWI D/
P.OO(_ I C AJ_J_X) I pp Z L_ I _( PJIL I AJ. _I D I NO RS I_ INO_G I
NLM_ATIDROPT/_L_4E $
ZIP REID,,,0 ) I_)I_R OL_21_BRIIAL_Ay_ $
I_ P_TeQ _ (APPm'UIG" OR APP*'C_IGBN'I AMD
Ol_J_ ................... II
'LJ_'IIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIII
" I I DIM2PA'I_ I_ . N , CP I APPI I ZC_LI C IGBOI_J ILOAJ_Jl i_I_ I
DleCDZAGI_VIDBC(R_k_TID_ZTER $
$
IP (NO_U_.LL.-1 AND DftOPT,,,,4) OE DItOPTo2 ) _ $
S XP EE_ZTY,d_ IS _ ZN IOL_ 101. 10), AND 10S
S ._ )K) DIt JU_,mS'PI_ TI_ Nn'mm
S I_ PAJ_N.DYN_II,¥88 IN E(_ LOl, ILL N_ 112 _
l_i IF ( D_OPT*S ) _ $
$ S_PI_kILI_ SID(SZTZV_Ty * IGNO_ DATA RI_OVIRy A_STS
_O_"t'. - 1 S
I_DZP S
$
IF I RJ_NLy ) II_Jl_'X PCD_I_CD_DRI_I4tys $
$ Tlr/S ZE N_IID ZP R.E,-ONLY NOOI_ _ NO SEPLGT OE
I I_ CAREt A_I PI
$
ZP ( APP,'STATICS ' AND NL.IIIAT I I S
UTNOD _IlOI(IS, GPI._, UG . , , IGIIOI(_q, I LR IT_E S
GP3 GlOI<3_,BQIXZ_s,¢aIOI_SISL,TN,R'L_rN/123/123/l_) $
TA1 ., _C?S, IPTS, _3P_I_. SI 1._, r_'H. c STI4S, /
I_. , GIZN, GPI_I_q, /
LL_lTI123/123111123/123 $
_L_I ZR ( NCI_L_R M4) SLID.0 ) _ S
RLSB $ APP*'STATIC_ ' _ NLH_T
BND£p $ EI.;I APP-'S_ATZCS ' _ NI.H_AT
$
£F ( APP.*STATICS' OR APPt'AIIG, OE APP.'I_._" OR
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